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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The City of Glen Eira developed this strategy to provide a 

comprehensive strategic framework that will guide the 

development and management of Council's open space system. 

Glen Eira's network of open space is a valuable community asset 

and there is a real need for sound open space planning to prevent 

changes being made to the design of open space or recreational 

facilities on an ad hoc basis which can result in certain sections of 

the community not being adequately catered for and existing 

open space areas not being fully utilised. 

The key.outcomes for Glen Eira's Open Space Strategy are to:-

• Analyse/review the existing open space system 

• IdentitY the open space needs and expectations of the 

community 

• Determine the limitations and gaps of the existing open 

space system 

• Determine potential opportunities available 

• Develop a strategy plan for future open space provision in 

Glen Eira 

For the purposes ofthe study. the term "open space" includes 

'public' open space, which includes all areas owned by Council and 

often Govemment agencies that allow public access for outdoor 

recreational use. This includes all parks, reserves, gardens and 

structured outdoor areas such as sports fields that provide 

outdoor leisure use for the community. However, the strategy 

does not specifically address the detailed needs of structured/ 

active open space facilities. 

An extensive research process was undertaken forthis strategy 

that involved a review of State govemment. regional and local 

policies that impact on open space, a review of general recreation 

trends in Australia and Glen Eira, an examination of open space 

available in adjacent municipalities, an analysis of the demographics 

of Glen Eira, a physical analysis and assessment of Glen Eira's 

existing open space system and an extensive community 

consultation process. 

Research findings identified the following key open space issues:-

Open Space Provision 

• The existing provision of open space needs to be retained for 

future generations 

• Community concern for any reduction in existing open space 

provision 

• Certain areas of the municipality have been identified as 

defiCient in open space 

Open Space Distribution 

• Open space is not evenly distributed across the city 

Diversity/Recreational Opportunities 

• Limited diversity in the recreational experiences available 

within existing open spaces 

Quality of Open Space 

• Significant variations in the "quality" of open space across the 

city 

Maintenance of Open Space 

• Regular and proper maintenance of parks is seen as a key 

requirement by the community to achieve a successful 

"quality" open space system 

Active Open Space 

• Approximately 53% of Glen Eiro's open space system is 

utilised for sports activities and therefore its availability for 

informal recreation is restricted at certain periods, mainly on 

weekends. 

• The amount of open space restricted by membership 

requirements ie; bowls clubs, tennis clubs etc. is relatively low, 

varying trom 9% in the South-West to 5% in the North-West 

• Council's recent community survey nominated the 

presentation and maintenance of sporong facilities as a 

priority area for improvement in Parks and Gardens Services 

Unstructuredlln form al Open Space 

• Approximately 47% of Glen Eira's op.en space system is 

dedicated to informal/unstructured recreation use which is 

highly valued and well utilised by the community 

• Changing recreation trends and an aging population indicate 

that informal open space is an increaSingly important 

component of Glen Eira's open space system 

Children's Playgrounds 

• There is significant variation in the distribution and quality of 
playgrounds across the city 

Recreation Links/Trails 

• A trail network linking open spaces will enable access to a 

broader range of recreational opportunities and will be the 

key to achieving an integrated. accessible and connected 

open space system across Glen Eira 
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Landscape Character 

• There is significant variation in the quality of landscaping in 

open spaces across the city 

Environmental Open Space 

• There is minimal existing open space in Glen Eira with 

significant environmental values 

Funding Options for Open Space 

• Funding options for Glen Eira's open space system include 

Council's own budgetary resources, development/open space 

contributions and grants from various Commonwealth and 

State Govemment Departments 

People with Disabilities 

• A range of sporting and recreation facilities, services and 

programs should be available to residents with disabilities 

Open Space and Safety 

• General safety in parks is a key requirement for residents 

Pocket Parks 

• An assessment of all pocket parks in the city indicates that a 

number of these parks have limited recreation value 

Dogs in Parks 

• Dogs in parks is a major contentious issue 

Community Involvement 

.' There is community support to get involved in the planning, 

development and management of open space 

An Open Space Strategy Plan· has been developed that sets out 

objectives designed to overcome the various gaps and limitations 

identified in Glen Eira's open space system and provides Council 

with a strategic framework to guide the future direction of open 

space and achieve the vision. The objectives are: -

• To provide an adequate and equitable distribution of open 

space 

• To improve and diversify recreational opportunities 

. • To enhance and improve the quality of open space 

• To ensure adequate maintenance of the open space system 

• To develop an open space environment that accommodates 

a broad range of struaured and unstruaured recreational 

pursuits 

• To provide a range of quality and diverse playgrounds across 

the city 

• To provide an integrated, accessible and linked network of 

open space 

• To support a more natural and aesthetic environment in the 

city 

• To enhance habitat potential and environmental quality 

• To maximise funding of open space facilities (development 

and maintenance), particularly from available non-Council 

resources 

• To enable people with disabilities to access a range of 

sporting and recreation facilities and programs 

• To ensure a safe and well managed open space system 

• To increase community involvement in the deSign, 

development and management of open space 

~,. To provide a balanced and coordinated open space system .. 
Planning of Open Space 

• There is community support and encouragement for the 

development of individual Masterplans for parks throughout 

Glen Bra 

Assessment of these key open space issues resulted in the 

development of the following vision for Glen Eira's open space 

system:-
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"To provide planned quality open space 

that strives to meet the diverse needs of 

the community o(Glen Eira" 

\ relevant to the recreational needs of residents within the 

various precincts across the city. 

Each ofthese objectives has a range of strategies with prioritised 

actions attached that need to be undertaken. The actions have 

been prioritised into high, medium or low categories so they can 

be implemented overthe long term and programmed in line with 

realistic annual budget constraints. 
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Section 3.2 of this document outlines the strategies and actions in 

detail. In summary. the strategies include: 

• Investigate opportunities to increase open space in locations 

where deficiencies have been identified (eg: North-West 

South-Eas~ Gardenvale) 

• Encourage government authorities ie; schools to make their 

open space available for community use (especially where 

there are identified open space deficiencies) and investigate 

opportunities to provide additional open space if school sites 

are redeveloped 

• ~~~:~~::~~:;~ :::e:; ::nc::::n:;;:h~II::::i:acel 
system where restriction is unavoidable 

• Improve the diversity. quality and attractiveness of Glen EirD's 

open space system through the progressive development and 

implementation of park Master Plans for the larger parks 

and improvements to the smaller parks, incorporating for 

example: 

... themes for individual parks, 

... improved picnic and BBQ facilities, landscaping, 

walking trails 

... facilities catering for different user groups ie; the 

elderly. children, youth, families, people with 

disabilities 

The strategies proposed for individual parks are summarised as follows: 

Park/Reserve Strategy 

... a balance of structured (eg: sports) and informal ~ 
I 

activities and improvements to informal open space I 
_....-.'Z'..::.:.:-=.:~ 

... a variety of safe and interesting playgrounds within 

walking distance of most households 

... development of recreational links between open 

spaces and community facilities 

• Develop a network of on and off road trails to link open 

spaces within Glen Eira and to nearby municipalities 

• Develop and improve native and indigenous vegetation in L 

selective open spaces 

• Develop Conservation and Management plans for parks of 

historical and/or environmental significance 

• Pocket parks: Retain the three Yarra Yarra Links Estate 

Reserves. Dispose of Nina Ct and Riddle St Reserves. Carry 

out further community consultation before determining the 

future of Glen Orme/Murray Rd, McKinnon Rd/Thomas St 

and Mackie/Waratah Rd Reserves 

• Maximise Council's resources for the maintenance of its open 

space system 

• Maximise the funding of open space facilities, particula:-Iy 

trom non-Council resources 

• Ensure recreation facilities comply with safety standards and 

community expectations 

For details see pages 

Allnutt Park Complete the implementation of the 1986 Masterplan 

then consider further opportunities to broaden the 

range of activities available 

32 

Annie and Arthur 

Abrahams Reserve 

Bailey Res~rve 

Bentleighl 

Hodgson Reserve 

Brentwood St Reserve 

Caulfield Park 

Caulfield Racecourse 

Retain as local playground 

Develop a Masterplan 

Develop a Masterplan as an important recreational 

component ofthe Bentleigh Urban Village 

Retain as landscaped, informal open space area 

Develop a Master Plan (to include a cafetteahouse) and 

a Management Plan for the historic westem section of the park 

Continue to liaise with the VATC and the Reserve's 

Committee of Management to further open up the 

Racecourse as a more visible/integral part of Glen Eira's 

open space system 

34 

32 

32 

27 

27 
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ParlelReserve 

Centenary Park 

Clapperton St Park 

Clee St Park 

Colin St Park 

DegaAve Park 

Duncan MacKinnon Res 

East Caulfield Reserve 

E E Gunn Reserve 

Elster Creek trail 

Elstemwick Plaza 

Garden Ave Park 

Gardenvale Park 

Glenhuntly Park 

Glen Orme Ave/ 

Murray Rd Reserve 

Glen Rigney Memorial 

Reserve 

Greenmeadows Gardens 

Haigh/Kershaw St Park 

Hall St Park 

Halley Park 

Harleston Park 

Hopetoun Gardens 

Jersey Pde Park 

Joyce Park 

King George VI 

Memorial Reserve 

Koornang Park 

Leckie St Park 

Lord Reserve 

Mackie Rd Reserve 

Mackie IWaratah Rd 

Reserve 

page 4 

Strategy 

Improve playground, picnic facilities and landscaping 

Retain as neighbourhood playground 

Retain current function 

Retain as neighbourhood playground. Upgrade play 

equipment and improve landscaping, seating and shelter 

Retain current function 

Develop a Masterplan 

Progressively implement Masterplan when complete 

Continue to implement existing Masterplan 

For details see pages 

34 

34 

31 

27 

29 

Reinforce it as a native and indigenous vegetation corridor link 22 

Develop a Masterplan 

Retain as a local park 

Retain as a local park 

Review existing Masterplan 

Carry out further community consultation before 

determining the future of the reserve 

Retain current function 

Retain as local park 

Improve play equipment, landscaping, seating and shelter 

Retain current function 

Develop a Masterplan 

Retain as local park 

Develop a Masterplan and Conservation Study 

Include the playground within the Carnegie Urban Village 

Develop a Masterplan and Landscape Management Plan 

Develop a Masterplan 

Develop a Masterplan for whole area, investigate 

closure of part of Moira Avenue 

Retain as neighbourhood playground 

See Koornang Park 

Develop a Masterplan 

Carry out further community consultation before 

determining the future of the reserve 

28,29 

29 

27 

16 

34 

32 

27 

29 

31 

32 

34 

31 

34 

16 
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ParlclReserve Strategy For details see 'Pages 

Marara Rd Reserve 

Marlborough St Reserve 

McKinnon Reserve 

McKinnon Memorial 

Garden 

McKinnon Rdl 

Thomas St Reserve 

Memorial Park 

Moorleigh Community 

Village 

Murrumbeena Reserve 

Nina Ct Reserve 

North Ave Park 

Orange St Park 

Outer Circle Railway 

Linear Park/Boyd Park 

Packer Reserve 

Pell St Park 

Princes Park 

Riddle St Park 

Ronald Playground 

Rosanna St Reserve 

Springthorpe Gardens 

IRiley Reserve 

Develop a hard surfaced trail through the park to link Princes Park & 

E E Gunn Reserve plus improved landscaping, educational signage and seating 

Promote and enhance as a local park 

Develop a Masterplan 

Retain current fU'nction 

Carry out further community consultation before 

determining the future of the reserve 

Retain as local park 

Develop a Masterplan 

Develop a Masterplan 

Disposal 

Retain as neighbourhood playground 

Investigate its integration with Mackie Rd Reserve when preparing a 

Masterplan for that park If its inclusion is not feasible then dispose of park 

Develop a Masterplan and Management Plan to complement the 

Outer Circle Railway Linear Park Design Concept (in the Report of 

the Outer Circle Study Group, December; 1985) 

Develop a Masterplan 

Improve play equipment, landscaping, seating and shelter 

Develop a Masterplan 

Disposal 

See McKinnon Reserve 

Improve as native/indigenous open space corridor 

Develop a Masterplan and Conservation Study 

Town Hall Gardens Retain as open space 

Victory Park Develop a Masterplan 

Virginia Reserve Remove playground and reinforce as indigenous woodland corridor 

Wattle Grove Reserve Retain as local park 

Wingate/Brady Roads Park Retain as local playground. Reinstate and improve play equipment 

and improve landscaping 

Woorayl St 

(PTC land) 

Yarra Yarra Links 

Estate Reserves 

Improve the land for informal recreational activities 

Retain the three reserves as open space 

28,29 

33 

16 

16 

34 

30,31 

31 

34 

29 

16 

30 

31 

26 

32 

33,34 

32 

34 

31 

16 
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INTRODUCTION 

The City of Glen Eira developed this strategy to provide a 

comprehensive strategic framework that will guide the 

development and management of Council's open space system. 

Obviously. financial constraints are such that the actions of this 

strategy will not be achieved "ovemight" or in the near future but 

rather the aim of the strategy is to provide a long term plan for 

the development and management of Glen Eira's open space 

system that can be progressively implemented overtime. 

1.1 Background 

Since the amalgamation of the previous Caulfield Council and a 

part of the then Moorabbin Council in December; 1994 to form 

. the City of Glen Eira there has been no strategic guidance for 

Glen Eira's parks and gardens and decisions have been 

determined on an ad hoc basis. 

Both previous Council's (Caulfield and Moorabbin) had open 

space policies but these are eight to ten years old and are not 

targeted to the needs and expectations of the Glen Eira 

community. 

Glen Eira has over 60 individual parks and gardens comprising 

161 ha of open space, 4.2% of the total municipal area. This 

network of open space is a valuable community asset and there is 

a real need for sound open space planning to prevent changes 

being made.to the design of open space or recreational facilities 

on an ad hoc basis which can result in certain sections of the 

community not being adequately catered for and existing open 

space areas not being fully utilised. 

1.2 Key Outcomes of the Strategy 

The key outcomes for Glen Eira's Open Space Strategy are to:-

• Analyselreview the existing open space system 

• Identify the open space needs and expectations of the 

community 

• Determine the limitations and gaps of the existing open 

space system 

• Determine potential opportunities available 

• Develop a strategy plan for future open space pr~vision in 

Glen fira 
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1.3 Scope of the Strategy 

For the purposes of this study the term "open space" includes 

'public' open space, which includes all areas owned by Council and 

other Govemment agencies that allow public access for outdoor 

recreational use. This includes all parks, reserves, gardens and 

structured outdoor areas such as sports fields that provide 

outdoor leisure use for the community. However; the strategy 

does not specifically address the detailed needs of structured/ 

active open space facilities. 

The majority of public open space is owned by Council but other 

Govemment agencies with open space available to the Glen Eira 

community include the Crown, Public Transport Corporation, 

VicRoads and Parks Victoria. 

The potential for community usage of open space in schools is 

also considered within the strategy but as an "additional" open 

space resource because Council does not have control over such 

facilities. This is also the case for significant private open space 

facilities that exist within Glen Eira, ie; Rippon Lea and the Yarra 

Yarra Golf Course. Whilst Council does not have control over 

such facilities it is still worthwhile to consider their recreati9nal 

role and their contribution to the whole spectrum of open space 

available to the Glen Eira community; particularly with regard to 

schools and the shared usage of their facilities by the community. 

after school hours. 

This strategy does not include Council's public swimming pools, 

vacant land, streetscapes or carparks, however; it is acknowledged 

these facilities certainly do add to outdoor recreation leisure and 

complement Council's public open space system. 
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1.4 Methodology 

Details of the methodology used in this study is provided in 

Working Paper A but an outline of the methodology is as 

follows:-

Literature Review 

"Draft" Strategy for 
Public Exhibition 

Final Open Space 
Strategy 

For the purposes of analysing Glen Eira's open space system the 

municipality has been divided into 17 neighbourhoods which have 

been aggregated into five larger precincts (see Figure One). These 

neighbourhoods were adopted from Council's Urban Character 

Study. 1996 which defined the neighbourhoods through logic in 

street pattems, size, correlation to census collector districts and 

residents perceptions' (taken from a community survey) of what 

they considered to be the features and landmarks of their 

neighbourhoods. These neighbourhoods were very useful and 

relevantforthe analysis of the municipality for the purposes of 

the Open Space Strategy. 

1.5 Management and Review of the 
Strategy 

The Recreation Development unitwithin Council's City Services 

Department will be responsible for the co-ordination and 

~mplementation of this strategy. The Recreation Development 

unit will be responsible for recommending the priorities for 

implementation of the strategy to Council and will be the 

reference point for information about the open space system. 

The Recreation Development unit will be responsible for 

overseeing and managing any proposals for the open space 

system and will co-ordinate the Masterplanning process, including 

any associated community consultation and any detailed designs 

required for open space projects. 

The Recreation Development unit will need to ensure the open 

space inventories are kept up-to-date at all times and the 

information could be linked with the Parks and Gardens unit's 

database to create one central database of information~leva-~ 

to the development and management of Council's open ace 

system. , 

The Strategy will need to be monitored and reviewed on an on

going basis to ensure it remains relevant to the recreational needs 

of Glen Eira's community and consistent with the City's broader 

strategic plans. 
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2.0 SUMMARY OF KEY OPEN 

SPACE ISSUES 

The research process for this strategy involved a review of State 

Govemment. regional and local policies that impact on open 

space, a review of general recreation trends in Australia and Glen 

Eira, an examination of open space available in adjacent 

municipalities, an analysis of the demographics of Glen Eira, a 

physical analysis and assessment of Glen Eira's existing open space 

system and an extensive community consultation process. Details 

of the major research findings are documented in Section 4.0 of 

this strategy. 

Analysis of all the research infonrnation has identified various 

trends/pattems/themes running through community comments 

and resource inventories etc. and these provide direction for 

future decision making to Council's open space system. A 

summary of the major research findings or key open space issues 

are as follows: 

Open Space Provision 

• There is a general view that Glen Eira is deficient in open 

space as compared with Metropolitan Standards, however, 

there are limited opportunities to increase the amount of 

open space in an already established city and therefore it is 

acknowledged that the amount of existing open space in 

the Oty is generally adequate. However existing open space 

needs to be retained for future generations and should be 

improved if feasible, when opportunities arise. 

• Community concern for any reduction in existing open space 

provision 

• Population forecasts estimate Glen Eira's population to 

marginally increase over the period 1996-2005 and together 

with multi-unit housing developments these are seen by the 

community as placing demands and pressure on the existing 

open space system. 

• Certain areas of the municipality have been particularly 

identified as deficient in open space. 

• Acquiring additional open space is desirable. An even higher 

priority is getting maximum community benefit from existing 

open space. 

• Community concern for the development of any new 

speCialised sporting faCilities or single use type facilities that 

may encroach on existing open space, to the exclusion of the 

general community. 

• A Significant portion of the public open space system is not 

Council owned 

• Schoolgrounds and a number of private open space 

opportunities offer alternatives in Glen Eira to "traditional" 

. open space and do contribute to the overall open space 

system. 

Open Space Distribution 

• Open Space is not evenly distributed across the city. The 

North-West sector, in particular, has limited and fragmented 

open space while the South-East has the lowest allocation of 

open space but it is well distributed throughout the precinct 

• Much of the open space system is disconnected. 

• Quality and distribution are the priority issues for Glen Eiro's 

open space system and need to be carefully addressed 

• Numerous parks and open space in adjacent municipalities 

are well utilised by Glen Eira residents. 

Diversity/Recreational Opportunities 

• Glen Eira does not contain any physical natural elements, 

such as the foreshore or a river but there are Significant 'large 

scale'regional areas available just outside the municipality. 

• Walking and cycling are core recreation activities enjoyed and 

desired by the Glen Eira community. 

• Different types of parks are needed to· cater for different 

types of recreation activities. 

• Changing recreation trends and demographic characteristics 

will impact on the overall use and types of recreation 

opportunities to be provided. 

• Umited diversity in the recreational experiences available 

within existing open spaces. 

• Different user groups have particular recreation needs, 

including families, children, youth, older people and ethnic 

groups. 

Quality of Open Space 

• There are Significant variations in the "quality" of open space 

across the city. 

• There is community support and encouragement for the 

development of individual Masterplans for parks to provide a 

planned, quality approach to Council's open space system. 

• Provision of facilities such as public toilets, BBQ's and picnic 

facilities are popular open space components and valued by 

the community. The quality and distribution of these resources 

is uneven across the city: 
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Maintenance of Open Space 

• Regular and proper maintenance of parks is seen as a key 

requirement by the community to achieve a successful 

"quality" open space system. 

• Community perception that maintenance of open space has 

reduced in recent years and is unevenly distributed across the 

city 

• The majority of public open space maintenance is carried out 

by Council 

• Umited resources for the maintenance of open space 

• Maintenance of parks should be cost-effective and efficient 

Active Open Space 

• Approximately 53% of Glen Eira's open space system is 

utilised for sports activities and its availability for informal, 

unstructured recreation is restricted at certain periods, mainly 

on weekends. 

• The amount of open space restricted by membership 

requirements ie; bowls clubs, tennis clubs etc. is relatively low, 

varying trom 9% in the South-West to 5% in the North-West 

• The general community "feeling" is that there is adequate 

provision of active open space and that future strategies 

should focus on ensuring a balance between active and 

informal recreational pursuits. 

• Some sports require additional, expanded facilities but 

generally the provision of improved maintenance arid/or 

upgrades to existing facilities would satisfy current and fUture 

sporting demands. 

• There is a positive feeling towards developing areas 

surrounding sportsgrounds as high quality. informal activity 

areas. 

• Council's recent community survey nominated the 

presentation and maintenance of sporting facilities as a 

priority area for improvement in Parks and Gardens Services. 

Unstructuredllnformal Open Space 

• ApproXimately 47% of Glen Eira's public open space system 

is entirely dedicated to informal/unstructured recreation use. 

This includes those areas around the peripheries of . 

sportsgrounds. Most sportsgrounds are also available for 

informal use for the majority of weekdays. 

• Unstructured, informal open space is highly valued and well 

utilised by the community. 

page 10 

• There is a community perception that there is a lack of 

unstructured open space in Glen Eira and changing 

recreation trends and an ageing population indicate that 

informal open space will be an increasingly important 

component of Glen Eira's open space system. 

• A number of existing informal areas are undeveloped and 

need diverse, improved recreation facilities 

Children's Playgrounds 

• Children's playgrounds are a major component of Glen Eira's 

open space system 

• There is Significant variation in the distribution and quality of 

playgrounds across the city. 

• There is strong community demand for better designed 

playgrounds with greater variety in play equipment, 

compliance with Australian Safety Standards and for 

households to be within reasonable walking distance of a 

playground. 

• Children between the ages of 0-9 years are generally the 

highest users of playgrounds. 

• .ABS statistics indicate there are more children aged 0-9 

years curre~dy living in the north section of the city and 

population forecasts indicate this will continue between the 

period 1996 - 2006. 

• Quantity of playgrounds is the main issue for the north part 

of the city whereas quality of playgrounds is the main issue 

for the southem section of the city 

• There is limited diversity in the types of playgrounds available 

in Glen Eira 

Recreation Links/Trails 

• Regional open space strategies strongly support and 

encourage trail development 

• There are few strong off-road linear recreational trails in the 

city. 

• The development of a series of strong off-road trails that link 

up with open space in adjacent municipalities will be the key 

to achieving an integrated. acc:essible and "regionally" 

connected open space system across Melbourne 

• There are a number of opportunities to develop off-road trails 

that will link existing open spaces and improve the trail 

network across the City. 

• Bicycle paths/walking trails were nominated as one of the top 

ten recreational facilities used by males and females in Glen 

Eira 
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• Walking and cycling are core recreation activities enjoyed and 

desired by the community and therefore shared trails/paths 

should form a critical component of the open space system 

• Council should be prioritising the development of a bicycle 

strategy based on the predecessor Councils' (Caulffeld and 

Moorabbin) strategies. Many of the identiffed bike paths in 

previous strategies are on-road but the development of some 

off-road paths is noted as critical 

• A trail network will enable access to a broader range of 

recreational opportunities 

Landscape Character 

• There is signiffcant variation in the quality of landscaping 

across the dty with community concern that some parks 

have excellent landscaping while others have poor, 

inappropriate landscaping. 

• The dominant landscaping style in all predncts is 'sporting' 

which currently involves minimal landscaping design. 

• The North-West has the highest quality of landscaping while 

the South-fast has the lowest level of lands coping 

• Trees and natural elements are popular features of open 

space areas and there is strong community preference for 

native vegetation to be built up and strengthened in Glen 

fira's parks. 

E.nvironmental Open Space 

• There is minimal existing open space in Glen fira with 

signiffcont environmental values. 

• There are opportunities to enhance the environmental quality 

and habitat potential of various open spaces in Glen fira 

Funding Options for Open Space 

• Coundl has limited ffnancial resources available and 

recommended improvements to the open space system must 

be developed in a realistic context 

• Cound/'s main source of funding is from its own budgetary 

resources and development/open space contributions. 

• Additional avenues of funding are available for the 

development. management and improvement of Council's 

open space system and Council should maximise these 

resources. 

People with Disabilities 

• A priority area for improvement in Parks and Gardens 

services, identiffed by the community. is fOr a range of 

sporting and recreation facilities, services and programs to be 

offered to residents with disabilities. 

Open Space and Safety 

• General safety in parks is a key requirement for residents in 

terms of Parks and Gardens Services. 

• The regular maintenance and design of parks are key factors 

to help ensure personal safety in parks. 

• Concern for traffic management within and around various 

parks to ensure safety for users of open space. 

Pocket Parks 

• There are 24 pocket parks in Glen fira and 22 of these are 

located in the southern part of the municipality 

• With limited resources available today for Council, pocket 

parks are not an effident form of open space and do not 

provide maximum recreational value to the community 

• An assessment of all pocket parks in the munidpality 

indicates that a number of these parks have limited 

recreation value 

Dogs in Parks 

• Dogs in parks is a major contentious issue with equal 

concern for the rights of dogs and for the problems of dogs in 

parks. Council's Recreation Development Unit has developed 

a policy for the control of dogs in parks that will be 

implemented and regularly reviewed over time. 

Community Involvement 

• There is strong community support to get involved in the 

planning, development and management of open space. 

Planning of Open Space 

• Community support and encouragement for the development 

of individual Masterplans for parks throughout Glen fira 

• Masterplans will provide direction and certainty for the future 

development and management of Glen fira's parks 

page II 
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3.0 THE STRATEGY 

3.1 The Open Space Vision and Guiding 
Principles 

Assessment of the key open space issues has resulted in the 

development ofthe following vision for Glen Eira's open space 

system: 

VISION: 

'To provide planned quality open space 

that strives to meet the diverse needs of 

the community of Glen Eica" 

The principles necessary to achieve the open space vision are: -
. . 

• Adequacy 

• Equity 

• Improvement 

• Diversification 

• Enhancement 

• Quality 

• Integration 

• Access 

• Maximisation 

• Safety 

• Community Involvement 

• Balance 

• Co-ordination 

• Relevance 

Analysis of Glen Eira's open space has determined the existing 

network to be a valuable community asset but with various 

limitations and gaps that need to be addressed. The following list 

of objectives has been prepared from the above guiding principles, 

previous Council strategies, the aims of Council's recreation 

service and the open space needs and expectations of the 

community: 

Objectives 

• To provide an adequate and equitable distribution of 

open space 

• To improve and diversify recreational opportunities 

• To enhance and improve the quality of open space 
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• To ensure adequate maintenance of the open space 

system 

• To develop an open space environment that accommodates 

a broad and balanced range of structured and 

unstructured recreational pursuits 

• To provide a range of quality and diverse playgrounds 

across the dty 

• To provide an integrated, accessible and linked network 

of open space 

• To support a more natural and aesthetic environment in 

thedty 

• To enhance habitat potential and environmental quality 

• To maximise funding of open space faCilities (development 

and maintenance), particularly from available non-Coundl 

resources 

• To enable people with disabilities to access a range of 

sporting and recreation facilities, services and programs 

• To ensure a safe and well managed open space system 

• To increase com~unity involvement in the design, 

development and management of open space 

• To provide a balanced and co-ordinated open space 

system relevant to the recreational needs of residents within 

the various precincts across the city 

3.2 Open Space Strategy Plan 

The strategy plan sets out the objectives, strategies and actions 

developed to overcome the identified open space gaps and 

limitations and provide Council with a strategic framework to 

guide the future direction of open space and achieve the vision. 

The strategy plan is a working paper that presents strategies and 

actions that build on the existing open space system to make it 

more attractive and useable for the community. 

Strategies have been developed that apply to the City overall as 

well as specific strategies that relate to each of the five precincts. 

Obviously there are strategies relevant at both levels (ie; Citywide 

and precinct level) but to avoid repetition they have only been 

identified once, in the strategy considered most relevant. 

Each strategy has a range of actions attached that need to be 

undertaken to achieve the strategy. Most of the actions have 

been prioritised into high, medium or low categories so they can 

be developed in line with realistic annual budget constraints and 

to provide a long-term plan for implementation. In order to 

determine the level of priority. each action has been assessed 

against the following criteria. Actions that meet with all or most 

of the criteria below are obviously higher in priority. However. the 

priorities are intended as broad guidelines and should be adapted 

to reflect opportunities and constraints that may arise. 
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I. Broad community benefit 

2 Provides diverse recreational experiences 

are currently undertaken as part of Council's existing recreation 

service or will require continued commitment/action. 

3. Redresses an identified defiCiency 

4. Builds on and enhances nature conservation/environmental 

values 

5. Forms a Significant recreational link and will increase access 

through the open space system. 

It is pointed out that a number of the actions were not 

appropriate to categorise into high, medium or low priorities but 

rather some of the actions are marked as 'on-going' because they 

In addition, there are a number of actions nominating the 

development of Masterplans for certain parks that have been 

given a high/medium priority. This indicates that these Masterplans 

are higher in priority but realistic finaricial constraints means the 

plans will not be achieved in the immediate future. Having regard 

to Council's annual budget and other resource implications it is 

envisaged approximately two Masterplans will be undertaken 

each year. making the development of Masterplans an on-going, 

gradual process. 

3.2.1 Objective: To provide an adequate and equitable distribution of open space 

Strategies Actions Priorities 

A. Increase open space in 

identified deficient areas, 

where opportunities arise 

B. Consider the potential 

contribution of"alternative" 

forms of open space, 

• Investigate opportunities to increase 'local' open space in the 

North-West precinct, particularly within the Town Hall 

environs (refer Figure Two) 

• Investigate opportunities to expand existing open space in the 

Gardenvale neighbourhood of the West precinct 

• Investigate opportunities to expand and link open space in the 

South-East precinct 

• Encourage all relevant government authorities to make available 

open space land under their control to the benefit of the community 

• Negotiate and formalise consent with private and public schools 

particularly in deficient areas for community use of their grounds, for informal recreational activities, 

as a priority in deficient areas (the North-West and South-East) 

• Initiate discussions with the Department of Education (DE) with the 

impending sales of any schools, with priority given to deficient areas, 

regarding potential opportunities, to create links or incorporate open 

space in any new developments of school sites. Only pursue this avenue 

if it will result in open space provision with 'real' recreation value. 

• Develop a set of criteria to be applied to the sale of government schools 

to determine whether or not Council should pursue negotiations with 

the DE to provide open space within any new development of school sites. 

The criteria should include: 

I. Is the school located in an area identified as deficient in open space? 

2. Could a potential link be created through the site to connect with 

existing open space or to community facilities? 

3. Will the open space provision benefit the broader community? 

4. Will the open space be of a reasonable size to provide an adequate 

range of facilities or will it just result in 'pocket' size parks with negligible 

recreation value 

5. Will the open space result in an adequate shape that can be used for 

recreational. purposes? 

6. Financial viability of the proposal 

• Consider the potential for the Brighton Cemetery to be utilised for 

greater passive community use 

• Negotiate with private landowners with significant open space facilities 

to make them available, where appropriate, for shared community usage. 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Low 

On-going 

Medium 

Low 

Low 
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OPEN SPACE WITH 
'LOCAL' FACILITIES 

APPROXIMATE 500 METRE 
DISTANCE AROUND OPEN 
SPACE WITH 'LOCAL' FAC 

!S888 PARKS WITHOUT 
~ 'LOCAL' FACILITIES 

o 0.5 

Kilometres 
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FIGURE TWO: CATCHMENT AREAS FOR 
OPEN SPACE WITH 
'LOCAL' FACILITIES 



Strategies Actions Priorities 

c. Protect all Non-Council • Develop strategies to protect open space that is not Council Low 

owned open space assets owned through appropriate measures, including: 

Management agreements 

Long term leases 

Masterplans and Management plans 

D. Discourage uses which • Review proposals for additional facilities on public open space in On-Going 

will further restrict general consideration with community needs and deficiencies identified in 

community access to this strategy 

open space • Assess future proposals that may restrict public access to open On-Going 

space against the following criteria: 

total size of open space and of restricted area 

type of use proposed and need for it 

potential for shared community usage 

degree of restriction 

accessible, altemative open space nearby 

likely impact on current usage pattems of open space 

potential integration into park 

community benefrt of proposal 

potential for the proposal to create diversity 

financial viability of proposal 

E. Compensate the open space • Negotiate land swaps and/or access arrangements or funding On-Going 

system for any unavoidable for improvements to existing open space for compensation of 

"restrictions' , any land lost in the open space network 

3.2.2 Objective:To improve and diversify recreational opportunities 

Strategies 

A. Provide diverse recreational 

experiences throughout the 

open space system 

B. Improve the attractiveness 

of the open space system to 

Actions 

• Ensure an adequate provision of BBQ's in large multi-use parks 

across the City that attract high levels of use accompanied by picnic 

shelters/shade trees, tables and seats, rubbish bins and drinking fountains 

• Develop recreational facilities that will caterfor the needs of all age 

groups eg: 

Facilities that will appeal to Glen Eira's significant proportion of 

older adults, including walking tracks, seating and picnic facilities 

throughout parks 

Safe and interesting playgrounds for children 

Priorities 

Medium 

On-Going 

High 

Medium 

Recreational opportunities for teenagers including skateboarding, Medium 

rollerblading, basketball, bike tracks and seating areas to "hang out" 4--
and socialise 

• Ensure the design of parks do contain unique diverse elements that will 

attract a broad range of user groups (see Master Plan Guidelines) 

On-Going ~ 

encourage use by a broad range • Increase outdoor events in Glen Eira's open space system, ie; jazz On-Going 

of user groups festivals, open-air movies, art/sculpture displays of local artists work, 

flora and fauna displays 

• Organise community events in Caulfield Park to coincide with and 

complement the Spring Racing Camival 

• Capitalise on the amphitheatre in Caulfield Park for a wide range of 

outdoor community events 

On-Going 

On-Going 
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Strategies 

C. Develop recreational 

themes in Glen Eira's parks 

D. Provide recreational 

opportunities specific to a 

country of origin in areas close 

to where those persons reside 

Actions Priorities 

• Develop a "railway" theme through those parks that form part of old 

railway reserves across the city such as the Old Rosstown Railway line 

and the Outer Circle Railway line. The theme to be incorporated into 

various elements of the park, such as play equipment, signage and fencing. 

• Investigate opportunities to develop a Japanese garden within the city. 

One potential location could be within the westem section of Princes Park, 

adjacent to Hawthom Road 

• Investigate opportunities to establish suitable site(s) in the north and south 

parts of the city for bocce courts. One potential site in the south is within 

the Moorleigh Community Village 

3.2.3 Objective:To enhance and improve the quality of open space 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Strategies Actions Priorities 

A. Improve the overall quality 

of existing recreational facilities 

in the open space system 

B. Improve public toilet facilities 

in open space 

C. Allow dog-owners to utilise 

parks in a manner that is 

compatible with other users 

of open space 

D. Review the extent to which 

pocket parks contribute to 

the quality of Glen Eira's open 

space system 

E. Enhance the integration and 

visual quality of open space 

F. Provide a planned approach 

to Glen Eira's parks and gardens 
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• Improve the number; distribution and accessibility of facilities such as 

seats, rubbish bins, BBQ's and picnic facilities in open spaces across 

the municipality 

• Implement the actions of Council's Public Toilets Review to achieve a 

rationalised (reduced number) and effective distribution of safe, quality 

public toilet facilities across the city 

• Adopt implement and regularly review a policy for the control of 

dogs in parks 

• Undertake a review of pocket parks 

• Consider the future of eight pocket parks, namely; 

Retain the three pocket parks in the Yarra Yarra Links Estate 

Dispose of pocket parks in Riddle Street and Nina Court with 

consultation to proceed with adjacent property owners to seek 

their interest in purchase 

Carry out further community consultation with respect to 

Glen Orme/Murray Rd, McKinnon RdIThomas Street and 

MackieIWaratah Rd Reserves, before determining their future 

• Through the statutory planning permit process support and encourage 

the provision of open style fencing for new residential development that 

directly abuts open space 

• Remove existing fences in parks that are not required for safety/security 

purposes to enable access and integration through open spaces 

• Review the provision of buildings in open spaces, including the provision 

of scout halls and other affiliated groups, and determine their possible 

rationalisation/reduction as part of the process of preparing park Masterplans 

• Develop Masterplans for all of the larger parks in the City to provide 

direction and certainty for the provision of recreation facilities and any 

future works or development in Council's parklands. Refer to Working Paper 

K and associated guidelines, for consideration, when preparing Masterplans 

• Involve the community in the planning, design and development of 

Masterplans that reflect the character of the area and the. recreational 

needs ofthe community 

Medium 

Low 

On-Going 

Done 

On-Going 

High 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

On-Going 

On-Going 

On-Going 
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3.2.4 Objective:To ensure adequate maintenance of the open space system 

Strategies 

A. Maximise Council's 

resources for the maintenance 

of its open space system 

B. Foster community 

involvement in the maintenance 

of open space 

C. Enhance and improve 

Council's open space system 

Actions Priorities 

• Develop a set of maintenance levels for the various different categories of Medium 

open spaces, and where necessary for the separate components of each 

open space, to retlect their function, environmental value (if any), intensity of 

use, landscape character etc. 

• Encourage and generate "friends"/community groups and school children to 

be involved in the development and on-going maintenance of parks. 

Low 

• Council review its budgetary resources forthe potential to adjust resources Medium 

forthe maintenance and improvement of its open space system 

• Council review the general standards and quality systems of the existing CCT High 

contract for the Park Services unit and vary and/or alter existing specifications, 

where necessary. to match desired maintenance levels 

3.2.5 Objective:To develop an open space environment that accommodates a broad and balanced 
range of structured and unstructured recreational pursuits 

Strategies 

A. Achieve "tlexibility" within 

active and unstructured 

recreational areas 

B. Retain the existing level of 

unstructured open space 

C. Improve unstructured open 

space opportunities 

Actions Priorities 

• As part of the Masterplanning process design open space areas, both active 

and unstructured areas, to be flexible and cater for existing and future 

population pattems and the changing recreational needs of the community 

• Ensure that existing informal open space is not encroached on, inhibited 

or placed with any further restrictions, unless some form of compensation 

is negotiated ie; land swaps 

• Review opportunities, where considered appropriate, to include 

unstructured/i17formal recreational pursuits in the creation of new open 

space or expansion of existing park/ands 

• Provide informal recreational experiences that are in keeping with current 

trends and the demographic characteristics of Glen Eira 

Medium 

On-Going 

Medium 

Medium 

D. Better utilise areas surrounding • Develop those areas around sportsgrounds to include high quality Ongoing 

(pt Master Plans) sportsgrounds for quality informal unstructured recreation facilities with their own individual character 

recreational use 

E. Retain existing sportsgrounds 

and improve their condition 

and facilities 

F. Encourage effective use of 

all sports facilities 

G. Ensure proper planning for 

future sporting opportunities 

• Incorporate improvement/upgrades of existing sporting facilities 

in the development of Masterplans 

• Develop a strategy for the multi-use and shared use of sportsgrounds 

and pavilions 

• Encourage local users, particularly children and young adults 

• Develop a strategy that reviews the growth and demand of all local 

sports in Glen Eira in terms of their future distribution, facility 

requirements, potential amalgamation etc. 

• Incorporate. consideration of the recommendations of"Sports Towards 

2000" when preparing Masterplans 

• Consider the needs of sports user groups in the development 

of Masterplans 

Ongoing 

Low 

On-Going 

Low 

Low 

On-Going 
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3.2.6 Objective:To provide a range of quality and diverse playgrounds across the city 

Strategies Actions Priorities 

A. Achieve an equitable, efficient _ Provide playgrounds within reasonable walking distance 

and effective distribution of (approximately 500 metres) of most households in Glen Eira 

On-Going 

(pt Master Plans) 

playgrounds across the city 

B. Provide safe, good quality 

and well designed playgrounds 

across the city 

C. Diversify the character of 

playgrounds in Glen Eira with 

equipment that accommodates 

children of all ages 
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_ Set down a list of criteria that provides consistent guidelines for all 

playground equipment suppliers to adhere to when designing and 

developing playgrounds in Glen Eira, covering issues such as insurance 

indemnity. interpretations of the Australian Safety Standards ie; depth and 

extent of mulching, distances between play equipment etc. 

_ Continue regular maintenance and checks of playgrounds to ensure 

compliance with Australian Safety Standards 

_ Provide a range of different types of playgrounds across the city, including 

some significant diverse playgrounds, consistent with the hierarchy 

identified, (refer to Figure Three) 
_ Monitor opportunities to develop playgrounds as "joint ventures" with 

other organisations, such as schools 

_ Develop an adventure playgrqund within the city and involve 

the community in its design and development 

_ Design playgrounds to include fences, paths, seats, shade trees/shelter 

to provide comfort for parents supervising children 

_ Locate playgrounds near picnic facilities, where possible 

_ Remove and/or replace playground equipment that does not meet safety 

standards in accord with the Playground Inventory Maintenance Report 1997 

On-Going 

On-Going 

On-Going 

(pt Master 

Plans) 

Low 

Medium 

Low 

Low 

On-going 
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3.2.7 Objective:To provide an integrated, accessible and linked network of open space 

Strategies 

A. Implement the regional 

strategies for off road linkages 

as part of the primary trail 

network across Melboume 

B. Prioritise trail development 

in those precincts identified with 

open space deficiencies to enable 

easy access between existing 

open spaces 

C. Develop stronger and more 

accessible links both on-road and 

off-road within Glen Eira's open 

space system 

D. Support and encourage 

walking and cycling as 

recreation activities 

E. Support the development 

of Glen Eira's Bicycle Strategy; 

a major recreational priority 
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Actions Priorities 

• Develop an off-road trail network which utilises corridors such as railway High 

reserves, links key recreation destinations, and links up with other regional 

open space in adjacent municipalities (see Figure Four) 

• Develop and/or enhance off-road trails along: 

I. Dandenong and Frankston railway lines 

2. The Outer Circle Railway line 

3. The Elster Creek Drain 

• Negotiate with relevant authorities ie; the Department of Natural 

Resources and Environment, Public Transport Corporation,vicRoads etc. 

to gain consent to develop trails along land not owned by Glen Eira 

Council but which forms part ofthe primary trail system 

• Develop trails between parks within the South-East and North-West 

precincts as priorities with the South-East as first priority in light of its 

limited access to public transport. Refer to precinct strategies for details 

• Negotiate with property owners/authorities where opportunities 

arise to provide linear linkages 

• Develop links through streets to connect areas of open space 

and such links to incorporate improved streetscapes 

• Create paths through parks that are designed to achieve safe, shared 

usage (for walking and cycling etc.), with pedestrians having right-of-way 

• Develop a rough riding track in a park in the City 

• Promote the trails network with the preparation of a trails and facilities 

map of the municipalities' open space, and other regional open space 

available in adjacent municipalities 

• Develop detailed trail signage (both on-road and off-road) to link key 

recreation destinations, providing information on direction, distance and 

park destination 

High 

On-Going 

High 

On-Going 

High 

On-Going 

Low 

(pt Master 

Plans) 

High/ 

Medium 

High/ 

Medium 
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3.2.8 Objective:To support a more natural and aesthetic environment in the City 

Strategies Actions Priorities 

A Provide a range of diverse, 

good quality landscape settings 

across the city 

• Redevelop and/or enhance those informal areas around the perimeters High 

B. Increase native vegetation in 

Glen Eira's parks 

of sporting ovals to contain their own individual landscape character, 

especial\yin the South-East 

• As a priority improve the quality of landscaping in the South-East precinct 

• Establish and improve native and indigenous vegetation in selective 

and appropriate open space areas (refer Figure Five) 

• Support and encourage the work of the Society for Growing Australian 

Plants and the Glen Eira Environment Group to plant native/indigenous 

plants in selective open space areas in the city. as per Figure Five. 

3.2.9 Objective:To enhance habitat potential and environmental quality 

Medium 

Medium 

On-Going 

Strategies Actions Priorities 

A Support the protection and 

improvement of environmental 

areas 

B. Enhance habitat potential 

and environmental quality 

• Develop site specific management plans for individual open spaces 

with environmental significance. 

• Secure the quality of water features in parks through regular and 

proper maintenance techniques 

• Reinforce native and indigenous vegetation corridors identified through 

the City, including linear and railway reserves, the old Rosstown railway line, 

the Elster Creek Trail and selective open space areas (refer Figure Five), 

with future planting 

• Support and reinforce the native bushland reserve and bird aviary 

in Caulfield Park 

C. Increase community support • Develop educational signage through native vegetation corridors 

and awareness of native 

conservation values 
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and open space areas with indigenous planting and environmental values. 

• Build on the educational programs run by Council's Park Services unit and 

develop an education centre in Caulfield Park, to complement the native 

bushland reserve and bird aviary, where education programs can be run with 

interactive facilities provided for community members to learn about Glen 

Eira's natural heritage 

• Involve the community in the maintenance and development of 

environmental areas 

• Work closely with the Glen Eira Environment Group and the Society for 

Growing Australian Plants and utilise their knowledge and expertise to 

continue to enhance and maintain environmental open space in the city 

High 

On-Going 

On-Going 

On-Going 

Low 

Medium 

Medium 

On-Going 
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3.2.10 Objective:To maximise funding of open space facilities (development and maintenance) 
particularly from available non-Council resources 

Strategies 

A. Maximise Council's potential 

to gain funds from private 

developers for the development 

and improvement of the open 

space system 

B. Maximise opportunities to 

obtain grants and sponsors 

for the development and 

enhancement of open space 

C. Allocate Council's funding 

resources towards those 

priorities with maximum 

community benefits 
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Actions 

• Develop specific Masterplans for parks and estimate the total 

costs of works 

• Estimate the cost of individual works recommended by the strategy 

• Develop a program for implementing the open space works and 

improvements including, timing, staging and funding sources 

• Use the strategies and actions ofthis document to support arguments 

for collecting open space contributions and contesting appeals in regard 

to contributions 

• Develop a set of criteria to be applied to major subdivision applications 

to determine whether a cash or land contribution should be made under 

Section 18 of the Subdivision Act: having regard to: 

the specific location of the proposed subdivision 

the provision of existing open space in the vicinity ofthe site 

the type of subdivision being proposed 

the future use ofthe land 

the likely open space demand given the future use ofthe land 

the needs of the overall community 

• Council should only consider a land contribution: 

in areas identified with open space shortfalls 

Priorities 

On-Going 

High/Medium 

On-Going 

On-Going 

High 

On-Going 

where it provides a link to other open space or community facilities and 

has the potential to accommodate a cycle/walk path through it 

where the open space will result in an adequate usable shape 

where the open space will be of a reasonable size to accommodate 

a range of recreation facilities 

the open space is strategically located and well integrated and not just 

a "left-over" piece of unusable land from the subdivision 

• A cash contribution should generally be required for subdivisions in 

commercial and/or industrial areas 

On-Going 

• Where open space contributions are required for multi-unit developments, On-Going 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

Council impose the maximum monetary open space contribution amount 

of 5%, wherever possible 

Establish a register of available grants and sponsorship sources to enable 

timely and proper preparation in the submission of applications for grants. 

Produce guidelines for sponsors and recognise their contributions 

Ensure the program developed for implementation of open space works is 

influenced by the priorities outlined in this strategy. 

Use the strategy's actions and priorities to support proposals for funding 

New monies in Council's Recreation Land Fund (from developers' open 

space contributions) to be partially allocated to land acquisition for public 

open space purposes. A 50% split between acquisition and improvements 

is suggested. 

Medium 

Medium 

On-Going 

On-Going 

On-Going 
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3.2.11 Objective:To enable people with disabilities to access a range of sporting and recreation facilities, 
services and programs 

Strateg;es 

A. Ensure accessibility in the 

. design of open space and 

recreation facilities 

B. Consider any policies for 

disabled groups adopted by 

Council 

Actions 

• As part of the Masterplanning process assess "disabled access" 

(with assistance from Council's Committee on disability needs) for each 

park and incorporate this into the design brief for each park 

• Ensure that the needs of disabled people are accommodated in the 

design of specific recreation facilities, eg; playgrounds 

• Incorporate the requirements of the Glen Eira City Council Disability 

Access Policy in the design of Masterplans 

3.2.12 Objective:To ensure a safe and well managed open space system 

Strategies 

A. Provide safe recreational 

facilities that comply with safety 

standards and community 

expectations 

Actions 

• Ensure play equipment is compliant with Australian Safety Standards 

• Provide sportsgrounds that meet with safety and sports standards, 

ie; surfaces, size of ovals, appropriate fencing etc. 

• Provide regular maintenance of parks to remove litter and potentially 

dangerous items (eg; broken glass, needles etc) and pruning of plants, 

particularly along pathways 

• Set down standards and maintenance levels for sports facilities, path 

surfaces, play equipment, rubbish removal and sp'ecific elements within 

each park 

B. Effectively plan and design parks • Consider the type of plants and their location in parks and reduce the 

density of landscaping around the boundaries of parks to ensure security 

and maintain visibility through open spaces, particularly near playgrounds, 

carparks and pathways 

• Maximise visibility in parks through the careful design and layout of all 

elements in 'parks 

• Provide paths through parks, which provide access to facilities such as 

schools, shopping centres, to increase park activity 

Priorities 

On-Going 

On-Going 

On-Going 

Priorities 

On-going 

High 

High 

Medium 

High/ 

Medium 

High/ 

Medium 

Medium 

• P,rovide lighting along paths in parks which are used as main Low 

thoroughfares/links 

• As part of the Masterplanning process consult with Council's Traffic Engineers Medium 

to consider traffic characteristics in and around parks, particularly the larger 

parks, and if considered necessary determine appropriate treatments for 

traffic management to achieve safe access to and within parks 

• Maintain path surfaces to ensure safe usage 

• Police and 'enforce "no golf" restrictions in Glen Eira's parks. Promote the 

golf courses and/or driving ranges available just outside the City. (eg: the 

Sandringham golf driving range) if necessary 

On-Going 

On-Going 
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3.2.13 Objective: To provide a balanced and co
ordinated open space system relevant to the 
recreational needs of residents within the various 
precincts across the City 

_ Best quality landscaping in parks, compared to other 

precincts 

_ No linear open space 

North-West Precinct Strategies 
_ Well served by major public transport routes 

Key Issues 

_ Caulfield North and Elsternwick have negligible open space 

provision 

_ Western half of the precinct contains informal open space 

while the eastern half contains outdoor sports/local parks 

combined 

_ Community support and encouragement for greater 

accessibility to Caulfield Racecourse _ The Town Hall environs is lacking 'Ioca/' open space within 

reasonable walking distance 
_ Caulfield North has a higher proportion of 5-9 and 10-14 

year olds (1996 Census) _ Open space is fragmented 

_ Over 90% of the open space system is not owned by the City 

of Glen Eira 

_ Between 1991 and 1996 the precinct gained people in the 

5-9 and 40-59 age groups and population estimates 

indicate the precinct will share in the city increases in the 

10-19 and 40-59 age groups between 1996 and 2006 
_ Contains the highest number of private schools, compared to 

other precincts 

_ Contains Caulfield Park; the largest and most popular 'district' 

park in the city 

_ The precinct has a high proportion of people born in Poland 

and the highest proportion of persons of the Jewish faith 

_ No naturalistic landscaping· _ Caulfield and Caulfield North have a higher proportion of 
ffats and units 

_ . Significant proportion of historic landscaping 

Strategies Actions Priorities 

A Provide adequate open space _ Investigate opportunities to create new open space in the Town Hall Medium 

environs that is of sufficient size (minimum 0.25ha) to contribute at 

the 'local' level and accommodate informal facilities, ie; a playground 

and BBQ facilities. 

_ As a long term initiative investigate the possibility of creating underground Low 

carparking for the Town Hall and converting the existing carpark into 'local' 

open space, with informal facilities that complement the existing gardens 

around the Town Hall and reinforce its civic importance 

_ Constantly review opportunities to expand open space, particularly where On-Going 

sites may become available adjacent to existing parks in the precinct and 

allow opportunities to increase the size of these parks. Market forces may 

impede such opportunities due to the high cost of land prices in the precinct 

B. Link existing open space areas _ Implement regional strategies to create a trail along the Frankston and 
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Dandenong railway lines and wherever possible ensure links to existing open 

space along the routes. (refer to Figure Four) 
_ Develop on-road cycle paths between parks in the precinct and to open 

spaces outside the precinct including Elsternwick Plaza and Hopetoun Gardens. 

Install signage along these trails to indicate destinations and distance 

(refer to Figure Four) 
_ Review the YATes proposal to develop a cycle path along the eastern 

boundary ofthe racecourse, along Queens Avenue 

High 

High 

Low 
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Strategies 

C. Achieve maximum 

recreational use of Crown land 

for the community 

Actions Priorities 

• Continue to encourage and support the VATC in its provision and On-Going 

improvement of informal recreational space available to the community 

in Caulfield Racecourse. 

• Continue to liaise with the VATC and the Reserve's Committee of 

Management seeking to further open up the Racecourse so that ft is a 

more visible/integral part of Glen Eira's open space system 

• Maintain continued relations and co-operation between Council and the 

DNRE to achieve maximum recreational use for Glen Eira's community in 

the significant proportion of Crown Land existing in this precinct: 

A Caulfield Park 

B. East Caulfield Reserve 

C Glen Huntly Park 

D Caulfield Racecourse 

On-Going 

On-Going 

D. Ensure a planned approach to • Review the existing Masterplan for Glen Huntly Park, to upgrade the Low 

the development of open space 

E. Enable community usage of 

"alternative" open space 

opportunfties 

playground and picnic facilfties, and support the original concept to develop 

the north-west comer of the park in association wfth students from Glen 

Eira Secondary College 

• Develop a Masterplan for Caulfield Park. to strengthen and enhance its 

diverse range of facilities that are attractive and well used by the whole 

community. Consider developing a cafe/teahouse as part of this Master Plan 

• Develop a management plan for Caulfield Park wfth particular regard to the 

protection and enhancement of the historic westem section ofthe park 

• Retain and protect the excellent informal recreational facilfties provided at 

Harleston Park 

• Complete preparation of the Masterplan for East Caulfield Reserve and 

implement ft progressively 

• Enter into discussions with private schools for community usage 

of their recreational facilfties 

• Negotiate wfth the National Trust to allow some form of community 

access into the gardens of Rippon Lea ie: residents could be issued wfth 

a ticket to allow them 10 free passes per year into Rippon Lea 

High/ 

Medium 

High/ 

Medium 

On-Going 

On-Going 

Medium 

Medium 
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West Precinct Strategies 

Key Issues 

• Glen Huntly has a higher proportion of 10-14 year olds 

(1996 Census) 

• Uneven distribution of open space across the precinct with 

the western half having limited and fragmented open space 

• Gardenvale has a higher proportion of 25-29 year aIds (1996 

Census) 

• 80% of open space system functions as outdoor sports/local· 

parks combined. 

• This precinct gained in the 40-59 age group in I 996 and 

population forecasts estimate this age group will continue to 

increase between 1996 and 2006 
• No naturalistic landscaping at all 

• Opportunity for native corridor trail to be created along the 

old Rosstown Railway line 

• Higher proportions of people born in Poland in Caulfield 

South and Gardenvale 

• Significant proportion of people of the Jewish faith 
• Well served by public transport 

• Gardenvale has a higher proportion of ~ats/units 
• Currently no 'district'level open space to service the precinct 

• Has the lowest number of BBQ's and picnic facilities, 

compared to other precincts 

• Best served in terms of toilet facilities in open space, 

compared to other precincts 

Strategies 

A. Develop and promote links 

between existing open space 

in the precinct and to other 

precincts 

B. Foster links to other 

significant regional open space 

to the west 
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Actions Priorities 

• Develop an on-road trail alongside the Elstemwick Railway line to 

connect Eistemwick Plaza, Rippon Lea and link up with the old Rosstown 

Railway trail concept 

• Develop an on-road cycle network to link all the open spaces in this 

precinct (refer to Figure Four) 

• Develop a hard surfaced trail for shared activities through Marara Road 

Reserve to connect with Princes Park and EE Gunn Reserve. Provide 

seating along the length of the reserve and improve landscaping, with 

native and indigenous vegetation as part of the native corridor concept 

Signage to be placed throughout the reserve for conservation, 

environmental education 

• Work with. the City of Bayside to develop, sign and promote a safe, on-road 

cycle link to Eistemwick Park A path could extend from the Eistemwick 

railway line to Home Street and continue along Rusden Street to 

Eistemwick Park 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Medium 
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Strategies 

C. Expand open space 

opportunities 

D. Broaden the diversity of 

recreational opportunities 

within existing open space 

E. Provide 'district' level open 

space to service the precinct 

F. Enhance naturalistic 

landscaping 

Actions Priorities 

• Retain a Public Acquisition Overlay to No. 53 Magnolia Road, Gardenvale to 

complete the concept plan for Gardenvale Park (shown in the City of 

Caulfield Local Parks Strategy, 1987) and purchase the property when it 

becomes available, subject to current budget priorities 

Medium 

• Should the site that currently accommodates the Curraweena Independent Low 

living units for elderly persons become available investigate the opportunity 

to convert some or all of the land to open space to form part of the 

Marara Road linear reserve between EE Gunn Reserve and Princes Park 

• Develop a Masterplan for Elstemwick Plaza keeping in mind this park 

potentially forms an important recreational element to the Elstemwick urban 

village concept. The Masterplan should open the park up to invite 

pedestrian activity and integrate with Glen Huntly Road (Refer to Working 

Paper K for ideas) 

Medium 

• Develop a Conservation Study and Masterplan for Hopetoun Gardens to Low 

reinforte and protect its historic landscape character (Refer to Working 

Paper K for ideas) 

• Develop a Masterplan for Princes Park concentrating on diversifying 

and enhancing recreation opportuniti~s (Refer to Working Paper 

K for ideas) 

• Support and continue to implement the existing Masterplan for 

EE Gunn Reserve by:-

completing the trail around the reserve 

additional landscaping a~und the periphery of the park 

seating and shade/shelter throughout 

• Improve picnic and BBQ facilities within the existing large parks in 

the precinct 

• Develop the Old Rosstown railway line as a native/indigenous 

vegetation corridor (refer to Figure Five) 

High 

On-Going 

Medium 

Medium 
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North-East Precinct Strategies 

Key Issues 

• Highest level of open space provision, compared to other 

precincts 

• Best served precinct in terms of picnic facilities. 

• Significant proportion of public open space system is not 

Council owned 

• Good range of parks functioning at various different levels 

• Open space is fairly well distributed across the precinct 

except for the north-west section of the precinct 

• Opportunities to develop off-road trails to provide access into 

other areas 

• Higher proportion of open space restricted at certain periods 

than unrestricted for informal use 

• Highest proportion of naturalistic landscaping, compared to 

other preCincts 

• Contains the most significant piece of environmental open 

space in the City. the Outer Circle Railway land 

Strategies Actions 

• Well served by major public transport infrastructure 

• Significant outdoor sporting areas have not been developed 

to their full potential 

• Higher proportion of20-24 year olds in Carnegie and 

Carnegie West (1996 Census) 

• Higher proportion of people born in "Other Asia" in Carnegie 

and Carnegie West 

• In 1996, this precinct gained in the 5-9, I 0-14 and 40-49 

age groups and population forecasts indicate this precinct will 

share the City increases in the 10-19,20-24 and 40-59 age 

groups 

• Higher proportion of semi-detached housing and ~ats in 

Carnegie West 

• Contains the western half of the Old Rosstown Railway line 

• Contains Duncan MacKinnon Reserve; second to Caulfield 

Park as the mo?t popular and well utilised park in the city 

Priorities 

A Protect and reinforce the 

environmental significance of 

Boyd Park/the old Outer 

Circle Railway land 

• Place a significant landscape overlay control overthose properties 

directly abutting the entire length of Boyd Park/the old Outer Circle 

Railway land with a schedule to include criteria on: 

Low 

B. Expand native or indigenous 

and environmental values into 

selective open space areas 
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setbacks 

retention of existing significant vegetation 

appropriate new landscaping for any new developments 

provision of open style fencing to directly abut the park 

• Work with the Glen Eira Environment Group and in liaison with the DNRE 

to develop a comprehensive Masterplan and Management plan for Boyd 

Parklthe Outer Circle Railway. that will refine the Outer Circle Railway 

Linear Park Design Concept (December 1985) and protect and enhance 

indigenous landscape/environmental values of this open space corridor. 

• Improve Rosanna Street Reserve as a native or indigenous open space 

corridor link with increased native landscaping and seating throughout. 

Incorporate elements that pick up a railway theme 

• Develop native or indigenous vegetation corridors through the precinct 

as per Figure Five 

High/ 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 
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Strategies 

C. Improve the attractiveness 

and usefulness of open space 

for the community 

D. Develop strong, co-ordinated 

links to open space just outside 

the city 

Actions Priorities 

• Develop a formalised picnic area in Springthorpe Gardens Low 

• Develop a Conservation Study and Masterplan for Springthorpe Gardens Low 

and Riley Reserve to protect the landscape heritage significance of 

these parks 

• Support the inclusion of Jersey Parade Park's facilities within the Camegie Low 

Urban Village concept as a recreational node for the village, including play 

equipment, seating and shelter/shade for people to sit, socialise and recreate. 

• Enter into discussions with the PTC to retain and improve land between the High 

Camegie railway station and Woorayl Street for open space purposes, to 

include informal recreation facilities that will increase its attractiveness and 

usefulness to the community 

• Develop a Masterplan for Lord Reserve and Koomang Park which seeks 

to integrate the two parks to.create one large open space area attractive for 

both passive and active community leisu re use (Refer to Working Paper K 

for ideas) and investigate the opportunity to close that section of Moira 

Avenue, between Koomang Park and Lord Reserve, to make it accessible for 

park users only 

• Develop a Masterplan for Packer Reserve that provides a broad range of 

recreation opportunities with particular focus on activities attractive to 

children and young adults (Refer to Working Paper K for ideas) 

• Apply a Public Acquisition Overlay to Nos. I 12 and I 18 Oakleigh Road, 

Camegie and purchase these properties when they become available, 

subject to cunrent budget priorities. Incorporate these properties into 

Packer Reserve. 

• Develop a Masterplan for Duncan MacKinnon Reserve that provides for 

its sports requirements together with informal uses (Refer to Working 

Paper K for ideas) 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

Develop a Masterplan for Murrumbeena Reserve (Refer to Working 

Paper K for ideas) 

Continue the path from Boyd Park through the Outer Circle Railway land 

to link up with the City of Monash cycle path along the Hughesdale 

railway line. 

Work with VicRoads and the City of Stonnington to create a safe and 

effective pedestrian/cycle link from the Outer Circle in Caulfield to the 

Urban Forest Reserve in Malvem 

Create an on-road cycle path to link up existing parks in the precinct 

(refer to Figure Four) 
Continue to pursue "decontamination" ofthe northem section of the 

former Murrumbeena Secondary School site to create a recreational link 

between Packer Reserve and Duncan MacKinnon Reserve. Develop this link 

with native vegetation, seating and a sealed path with exercise equipment 

Low 

High/ 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium' 

Low 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 
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South-West Precinct Strategies • Higher proportion of 0-4 year olds in Ormond (1996 

Census) 
Key Issues 

• Open space is well distributed across the precinct but 

disconnected 

• Higher proportion of people born in "Other Asia" in Bentleigh 

and Moorabbin 

• Highest level of unrestricted open space (55%), compared to 

other precincts 

• In 1996 this precinct gained in the 5-9 and 40-59 age 

groups and population forecasts indicate this precinct is likely 

to share in the increase in the 40-59 age group 
• Dominant type of open space is outdoor sports/local parks 

combined 
• Half the parks in this precinct are 'pocket' parks and an 

assessment indicates that several of these parks have limited 

recreation value and attract little usage • Significant level of informal landscaping style but the 

dominant landscaping style is sporting, the same as all the 

other precincts 
• Potential off-road trail along the Frankston Railway line 

• Quite well serviced with public transport 
• Potential creation of native vegetation corridor along the old 

Elster Creek trail 
• Higher proportion of 5-9 year olds in McKinnon (1996 

Census) 

Strategies 

A. Enhance environmental 

and habitat potential 

B. Provide diverse recreational 

experiences across the precinct 

C. Improve and enhance 

infonmal activities in the 

precinct 

D. Strengthen links to regional 

open space to the west 

E. Diversify the style of 

landscaping 
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Actions Priorities 

• Work with the Society for Growing Australian Plants to develop the 

original route of the old Elster Creek trail into a native vegetation 

corridor/nature walk (see Figure Five), with interpretative signage, and 

encourage private property owners along the route to plant appropriate 

native vegetation to increase habitat potential 

On-Going 

• Develop a Masterplan for Bentleigh Recreation /Hodgson Reserve targeted High/ 

at creating an increased node of activity. with diverse opportunities, attractive Medium 

to the broad community and as an important recreation component of the 

Bentleigh Urban Village (Refer to Working Paper K for ideas) 

• Develop a Masterplan for McKinnon Reserve and the Ronald Playground 

at integrating the passive and active uses of the park (Refer to Working 

Paper K for ideas) 

• Retain Wattle Grove Reserve as a 'local' park 

• Complete the implementation of the 1986 Masterplan for Allnutt Park 

• Once the Allnutt Park Masterplan is complete consider options to further 

broaden the range of activities provided in the park, in consuttation with 

the local community 

~ • Develop a Master Plan forVictory Park aimed at improving infonmal 

recreation facilities (Refer to Working Paper K for ideas) 

Low 

On-Going 

Medium 

Low 

Low 

• Develop a Masterplan for Halley Park to enhance its usability and amenity Low 

for both active and passive uses (Refer to Working Paper K for ideas) 

• Retain Brentwood Ave reserve as a landscaped, infonmal open space area 

• Encourage and support the City of Bayside to develop a trail along the 

Union Street Reserve, and its section ofthe Elster Creek trail, to complete 

the recreational link from Glen Eira to the foreshore 

• Develop a Masterplan for joyce Park (Refer to Working Paper 

K for ideas) 

• Support the work of the Society for Growing Australian Plants to build up 

native and indigenous landscaping in joyce Park, and other appropriate open 

space areas, with the involvement of local primary school children 

• Develop a landscape management plan for joyce Park to ensure the 

protection of the indigenous and historic landscaping within the park 

On-Going 

On-going 

High/ 

Medium 

Medium 

Low 
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South-East Precinct Strategies 

Key Issues 

• Lowest allocation of open space, compared to other precincts 

in the city 

• The entire public open space system in this precinct is 

Council owned 

• The Yarra Yarra Golf Club is a private facility within this 

preCinct that contributes to the range of recreational facilities 

available 

• Largest proportion of government owned schools (compared -

to other precincts) which may help to address shortfalls in 

open space 

• No 'district'level open space 

• Total lack of linear open space 

• . Lower provision of'/ocal' open space, compared to other 

preCincts 

• Significandy high proportion of open space devoted to 

outdoor sports/local parks combined 

• Even distribution of open space across the precinct 

• More than half the total number of parks are 'pocket' parks 

and a number of these parks offer very limited recreational 

value 

• A larger proportion of the open space system is restricted for 

sports activities than unrestricted 

Strategies Actions 

• Pre-dominance of sporting landscape style in parks 

• Very small proportion of informal landscaping, compared to 

other precincts 

• Lowest level of quality landscaping, compared to other 

precincts 

• Umited public transport with buses as the only available 

facility 

• Umited BBQ and picnic facilities 

• Higher proportion of 0-4 and 25-29 year olds in Oakleigh 

South (1996 Census) 

• Higher proportion of people born in Greece living in Oakleigh 

South 

• Higher proportion of people born in Italy living in Moorabbin 

Heights 

• In 1996 the precinct had a high proportion of 0-4 and 25-

29 year olds and population forecasts estimate increases in 

the 40-59 age groups between 1996 and 2006 

• Higher proportion of separate detached housing with private 

open space available in Bendeigh East and Oakleigh South 

• Unks between open space are particularly important in this 

precinct in light of limited public transport and the lower level 

of open space provision, compared to other precincts 

Priorities 

A. Increase accessibility 

between open spaces and 

provide strong links 

• Develop an on-road cycle network tc:i link open spaces within the 

precinct and provide improved streetscapes along these routes 

(refer to Figure Four) 

High 

• Continue to pursue an open space link from Marlborough Street 

Reserve to Virginia Reserve 

• Enter into negotiations with the Yarra Yarra Golf Club to create an 

off-road trail along the westem boundary of the golf course heading north 

from Moorleigh Community Village through to. Centre Road. Continue 

this trail south of Moorleigh through the various accessways and onto 

South Road (see Figure Four) 

• Enter into discussions with VicRoads and the City of Kingston to develop 

an on-road cycle path, along South Road and Warrigal Road, to provide 

access to Karkarook Park 

Low 

Medium 

Low' 
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B. Enhance people's recreational 

experiences in a precinct with 

'sports dominated' open space 

C. Increase and enhance informal, 

local open space provision 

D. Provide 'district' level open 

space in the precinct 

E. Increase the quality and 

diversity of landscaping 

F. Expand open space 

opportunities 
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• Develop a Masterplan for Bailey Reserve that integrates sporting activities High/ 

and the enhancement of informal activities around the periphery of Medium 

the park (Refer to Working Paper K for ideas) 

• Develop a Masterplan for Mackie Road Reserve which seeks to increase Low 

its usefulness and attractiveness to the community (Refer to Working 

Paper K for ideas) 

• Consider the inclusion of Orange Street Park within the Masterplan for Low 

Mackie Road Reserve. If it is found the pocket park cannot form an effective 

part of the plan then dispose of the park and use the proceeds to enhance 

Mackie Road Reserve 

• Update the play equipment at Centenary Park to provide a 'secondary' Low 

level playground and improve existing picnic facilities. Increase planting 

around the periphery of the park to mask perimeter fencing 

• Improve the provision and distribution of BBQ and picnic facilities Medium 

throughout the precinct 

• Upgrade the playground at Pell Street Park and provide amenity landscaping, Low 

seating and shelter for parents to supervise their children 

• Promote and enhance Marlborough Street Reserve as a local park with Low 

quality and diverse recreational facilities (Refer to Working Paper K for ideas) 

• Upgrade play equipment in Colin Street Park and Haigh/Kershaw Street Park Low 

with amenity landscaping, seating and shelter;to provide pleasant playground 

areas close to home 

• Reinstate and improve the play equipment and improve the landscaping of Medium 

Wingate/Brady Road Reserve. Retain the reserve as a local park. 

• Develop a Masterplan for Moorleigh CommunityViliage (Refer to Working Medium 

Paper K for ideas). As part ofthis Masterplan investigate the opportunity to 

promote the park's main entrance from Bignell Road,with a widened road 

down to the park and trees planted along its entire length with a large sign on 

Bignell Road to identify Moorleigh Community Village and its recreational facilities. 

• Develop a Masterplan for King George VI Memorial Reserve aimed at High/ 

increasing the quality and diversity of recreational opportunities consistent Medium 

with those expected at the 'district'level (Refer to Working Paper K for ideas). 

Investigate opportunities to widen and improve the main entrance of King 

George VI Memorial Reserve, onto East Boundary Road, as part of the Masterplan 

• Reinforce Virginia Reserve as an indigenous woodland corridor with habitat 

potential. Remove the playground equipment from Virginia Reserve and 

increase seating throughout the park. 

• Review opportunities as they arise to expand existing open space, where 

sites become available adjacent to existing parks in the precinct 

Low 

Medium 

• Create an inventory of Govemment schools' open space and recreational Low 

facilities and establish which schools currently allow community usage of their 

facilities after school hours. Pursue negotiations with those Govemment 

schools that currently do not allow community usage of their open 

space/recreational facilities, seeking to improve community access 

• Investigate the impending sales of Govemment schools as they arise in the On-Going 

precinct and make an assessment against criteria such as that outlined in 

Section 3.2. I, Strategy B as to whether it is feasible/viable to incorporate 

open space within any new development of school sites. 
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4.0 MAJOR RESEARCH FINDINGS 

This section provides details on the major research findings of the 

strategy. 

4.1 Policy Context 

4.1.1 State Policies 

Several State Government bodies are responsible for the strategic 

direction of open space across Victoria and it is their e~pectation 

that responsible authorities will take into account the various 

State Government policies relevantto open space to achieve an 

integrated policy approach towards the development and 

enhancement of open space throughout Victoria. 

The Department of Infrastructure provides broad strategic 

guidance to all land within Victoria. Parks Victoria manages and 

maintains the State's National, State and Regional parks as well as 

a wide range of other environmental and recreational assets while 

the Department of Natural Resources and Environment is 

responsible for Crown land and the policy function of National 

and State parks. These bodies have developed various strategies 

and/or policies, which ultimately impact on Glen Eira's open space 

system. 

State Planning Policy Framework: 

The Victorian Planning Provisions, prepared by the Department of 

Infrastructure in December; 1996 have set down various State 

Planning Policies which apply to land throughout Victoria and one 

of the strategic issues covered is open space. The open space 

policy states that in the creation of a 'diverse and integral open 

space network' responsible authorities should ensure open space 

areas are: 

• linked through the provision of walking/cycle trails and 

right-or-ways. 

• integrated with open space contributions trom abutting 

subdivisions. 

• incorporated, where possible, with links between major parks 

and activity areas, along waterways and connecting places of 

natural and cultural interest 

Living Suburbs: A Policy for Metropolitan 
Melbourne into the 21 st Century: 

The State Government issued this document in December; 1996 

and it sets out a vision to make Melbourne more attractive and 

an efficient place to live and do business. The document outlines 

five strategic directions, one of which is to 'enhance Melbourne's 

environment and livability'. As part of this direction, the 

Govemment commits itself to developing an open space network 

of paths, trails, bicycle paths, waterways and habitat corridors 

throughout the metropolitan area and emphasises the 

importance of achieving a regionally connected open space 

system throughout Melbourne via the linkage of a series of off

road trails and paths. 

The Policy identifies the potential for the City of Glen Eira to 

contribute to a primary trail network via the development of off

road trails along the Dandenong and Frankston railway lines, the 

former Outer Circle Railway line and the Elster Creek Drain 

which runs through the Cities of Glen Eira, Bayside and Port 

Phillip to the foreshore. 

The State Government's vision to achieve a "world-class open 

space system" will require co-ordinated action by State 

Government agencies, local Councils and community groups. 

A Guide to Priorities for Melbourne's Open Space 
Network: 

The then Melbourne Parks and Waterways (now known as Parks 

Victoria) developed "A Guide to Priorities for Melbourne's Open 

Space Network" in December; 1995 which supports the strategic 

directions set down in "Living Suburbs" and its vision for an 

integrated "world class open ~pace system". The Guide airns to 

accomplish the vision by providing direction for local government, 

cornmunity groups and land rnanagement agencies on potential 

options and the strategic regional priorities for open space 

development. 

The focus of the Parks Victoria program is on open space of 

strategic significance to the metropolitan area and which: 

• constitutes a regional park. 

• forms part of a linear network trail across the metropolitan 

area. 

• has high nature conservation, historic, cultural or landscape 

values or; 

• provides specialised recreational attractions that draws 

visitors trom a wide catchment 
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Glen Eira falls within the South-East region of the guide and more 

specifically in the inner South-East area. The Guide points out 

some of the major implications forthe existing open space system 

in the inner South-East area. There is a notable lack of public or 

privately owned, large scale (regional) open space but significant 

public open space areas, such as Gardiners Creek and Albert Park. 

do lie just outside the region to the north and west. 

In addition, the area has few off-road trails and few links to the 

coast. The Guide recognises there is a limited range of 

recreational opportunities in the area and encourages a theme of 

"diversification" in terms of recreation, conservation and tourism. 

The guide recommends to redesign/rebuild opportunities into 

existing open spaces in the area and to ensure effective links to 

more opportunities available just outside the area. 

Actions recommended by the Guide relevant to Glen Eira are: 

• support the incorporation of facilities and attractions in 

existing district parks, Caulfield Park and Duncan MacKinnon 

. Reserve, that will increase their diversity of recreational 

opportunities. 

• establish and improve the trail network in the area to provide 

stronger and more accessible links to open space 

opportunities. Such trails could include the Elster Creek trail, 

the linear railway reserves along the Dandenong and 

Frankston lines and the old Outer Circle Railway line. 

• enhance habitat potential and environmental quality through 

the revegetation of linear reserves, waterways and degraded 

areas including Elster Creek and rail reserves. 

Implications of State Policies 

• Strategic policy directions indicate a strong need to focus on 

the "diversification" of recreational opportunities within 

existing open spaces and the creation of a linked open space 

network The Glen Eira Open Space Strategy should adopt 

and support these directions as part of its policy finmework 
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4.1.2 Local Policies 

Local policies and strategies have been developed that provide 

some valuable principles and a framework within which the Glen 

Eira Open Space Strategy will be developed. Relevant findings of 

these strategies are summarised below: 

Caulfield Local Parks Strategy 

The former City of Caulfield developed a Local Parks Strategy in 

1987 which focused on the distribution of'local' parks throughout 

Caulfield, as it was considered the municipality was lacking in 

smaller type parks with informal recreational facilities for residents. 

Relevant key findings ofthe strategy include: 

• local parks should be located within 500 metres of any 

dwelling in the municipality. 

• each local park should comprise a minimum area of O.5ha. 

• each local park should comprise a high standard of 
landscaping with facilities suitable for unstructured 

recreational pursuits ie; ffat grassed areas, seating, play 

eqUipment picniC/BBQ facilities, etc. 

• three areas, namely Gardenvale, part of North Caulfield and 

the Town Hall environs were identified as deficient in 'Ioca/' 

open space. 

• many of the larger parks in Caulfield should be significantly 

improved to incorporate a local park component 

• retain and develop the 'Outer Circle Railway land' as a linear 

park providing passive recreational opportunities. 

. As a result of the strategy's recommendations the then Caulfield 

Council established and/or improved local type facilities within its 

major parks so they now have distinct dual functions as outdoor 

sports/local parks combined. In 1993 the then Caulfield Council 

developed Gardenvale Park in Gardenvale to address the 

identified deficiency of local open space in that area and in 1997 

Glen Eira City Council developed 'Memorial Park', to provide 

'local' open space for North Caulfield residents. In accord with 

the Caulfield Local Parks Strategy, 1987 the Town Hall environs is 

the remaining area in need of local open space provision. 



Moorabbin Open Space Policy 

The former City of Moorabbin developed an Open Space Policy 

in 1990, which covered that area between North Road, Nepean 

Highway. South Road and Warrigal Road, which as a result of the 

amalgamation process in 1994 now forms part of the City of 

Glen Eira. Relevant key findings of the Moorabbin Open Space 

Policy include:-

• Moorabbin City Council used the then Ministry of Planning 

and Environment's open space planning guide, I 989 to assist 

in determining an appropriate distribution and provision of 
open space 

• Jells Park lies within 30 minutes drive of the municipality and 

provides substantial "regional" open space 

• Residents north of South Road are poorly served by district 

parks with Allnutt Park and Joyce Park as the only available 

district parks 

• Residents north of South Road are served quite substantially 

(ie; within 500 metres), with local open space in some form, 

either as a local park on its own, a playlot (pocket park) or a 

playground associated with a sporting reserve 

• The value of the one block playlot (pocket park) is 

questionable in some areas in regard to its recreational 

effectiveness and maintenance costs 

• Public outdoor sporting areas are the major type of open 

space available. 

The Moorabbin Open Space Policy provided a timeline forthe 

development of concept plans between 1990 and 1995. Concept 

plans for Bailey Reserve and Bentleigh Recreation/Hodgson 

Reserve were scheduled for 1990/91 and Joyce Park in 1992/93. 

The then Moorabbin Council carried out discussions/community 

consultation for both Bailey and Bentleigh Recreation/Hodgson 

Reserves and preliminary concept plans were prepared for both 

parks but works ceased with the amalgamation process and 

neither concepts were. completed or finalised. 

Allnutt Park is the only park in the southem part of Glen Eira to 

have a Masterplan (1988). 

Corporate Plan 1997-2000 

Glen Eira Council's Corporate Plan 1997 - 2000 outlines the 

future 'plan' for the city and sets down a framework with goals, 

objectives, and actions to assist Council in deciding the best 

allocation of its capital expenditure over the three years. 

Council's Corporate Plan recognises the open space system as a 

valuable community asset and is committed to enhance its natural 

environment and to provide adequate and accessible c>pen space 

across the city. 

The Corporate Plan supports the development of an Open 

Space Strategy that will result in an equitable distribution of 

quality parks and recreational facilities that meet the needs and 

desires of Glen Eira's residents. 

The Municipal Strategic Statement 

Council has developed a draft Municipal Strategic Statement 

(MSS), the final format of which will be adopted as part of the 

new Glen Eira Planning Scheme. The MSS offers a medium term 

plan for the next 3-5 years and sets down strategic directions for 

land use and development in Glen Eira. 

The MSS identifies Glen Eira's parks and gardens as important 

assets of the city and provides objectives and strategies to help 

strengthen and enhance the city's open space network The MSS 

supports the development of an Open Space Strategy that will 

guide the design and distribution of open space throughout the 

whole city to meet the wide ranging needs of Glen Eira's diverse 

community. 

A key concept ofthe MSS framework plan is the potential 

development of three "Urban Villages;' in Elstemwick. Camegie 

and Bentleigh, as the major activity centres. A mix of retail, offices, 

light industry. housing, community. recreation and public transport 

facilities are encouraged in these locations. Open spaces that 

could potentially form part of these centres are Elstemwick Plaza 

in Elstemwick,Jersey Parade Reserve in Camegie and Bentleigh 

Recreation/Hodgson Reserve in Bentleigh. 
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Glen Eira 2020 

Glen Eira's 2020 Vision, 1997 is a long term 20 year vision, which 

offers a "preferred future" for the City of Glen Eira and was 

developed in consultation with the community The "vision" 

suggests a number of significant changes to make the city "a place 

even more valued by its community" 

The 2020 vision identifies parks and spaces as the key to the 

attractiveness of Glen Eira as they are expected to be fully 

planned and developed by 2020. High on the agenda for many 

adult people will be passive recreation, with strong preference for 

walking and talking in local streets and parks. Safe and stimulating 

play equipment will be provided for children and shade and 

seating for adults and a mix of vegetation will enable a green, leafy, 

environment all year round. 

More specifically. Council's 2020Vision envisages an open-air cafel 

restaurant to be developed as a major feature of Caulfield Park 

and the park will be a popular day long destination for many 

Melboume tourists to visit while Boyd Park will be fully restored 

as a natural bush park People will know they are in Glen Eira due 

to the pleasing sense of planned public open space throughout 

the whole city. 
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Implications of Local Policies 

• Previous local policy direction indicates there is deficient local 

open space in the Town Hall environs and this should be 

investigated as part of the Glen fira Open Space Strategy 

• Previous local policy direction indicates that the southern part 

of the city is poorly served by 'district' level open space and 

the value of the one block playlots (pocket parks) is 

questionable in some areas. These issues need to be 

investigated in the Glen fira Open Space Strategy 

• Council's Corporate Plan is the most important document in 

determining the direction of Council's funds towards the 

development and maintenance of community assets, such as 

open space, which indicates a need for this strategy to clearly 

establish prioritised actions to support arguments in the 

allocation of finanCial resources. 

• The potential development of Urban Villages in Glen fira 

indicates a need for special consideration to be given to 

those open space areas adjacent to flsternwick, Carnegie 

and BentJeigh shopping centres to ensure they are designed 

and developed to positively contribute to and complement 

these activity centres. 

• The further development of medium density housing, 

consistent with State Government consolidation policies and 

Council's associated residential development policies, 

indicates there will be greater demand for and pressure on 

open space in parts of the city. 

• Glen fira's Open Space Strategy will need to support 

Council's "vision" for its parks and gardens and provide a 

comprehensive strategiC plan for the development and 

management of its open space system. 
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4.2 Recreation Context 

4.2.1 General Recreation Trends in Australia 

Recreation in Australia has traditionally been dominated by team 

sport activities such as cricket and football. However; this trend 

has changed over time and recent research indicates that more 

Australians are preferring to participate in more individual, 

informal type recreation activities. 

Statistics from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS; Leisure 

Participation in Victoria; 1996) reveal a steady growth in the 

popularity of individual physical recreatioiiaCtivities and sports 

such as swimming, aerobics and membership of gymnasiums. 

There is increasing public interest in activities that can be done 

alone or without organised structures. 

Non-active leisure, such as watching videos/television, reading, 

computers etc., occupies a far greater proportion oftime than 

active leisure and the majority of these recreation opportunities 

are home based (ABS; 1996). 

More males partic;ipate in sport, exercise and outdoor activities 

than females but participation in organised sport decreases with 

age for both males and females. People are living longer and as 

Australia's population is ageing (ABS; 1996) it would be 

reasonable to assume there will be less people over time, involved 

in active organised sports activities. 

4.2.2 General Recreation Trends in Glen Eira 

Recreation trends in Glen Eira are fairly well consistent with 

Australian recreation trends, as revealed by research carried out 

as part of Council's Recreation and Cultural Strategy. 1996. 

Glen Eira's population age structure, though fairly mixed 'has a 

higher than average proportion of people in the older age groups 

and Council's Recreation and Cultural Strategy. 1996 identified a 

definite trend by the community towards participating in more 

informal, individual, recreation type activities. Results of a 

community survey carried out as part of the strategy nominated 

walking, swimming and cycling as the most popular recreation 

activities undertaken by Glen Eira residents, with walking ranked 

first by respondents. This is also reflected in the recreational 

pursuits that Victorians as a whole enjoy with 43% nominating 

walking (ABS; 1996). 

Golf, tennis and lawn bowls were also nominated in the 

community survey of Council's Recreation and Cultural Strategy. 

1996 as core recreation activities that residents find most 

satisfying and enjoyable. 

Parks were seen as a key strength for Council and the top ten 

recreational facilities for males and females included small 

neighbourhood parks, large regional parks, playgrounds, bicycle 

paths/walking trails and outdoor sport fields. Small 

neighbourhood parks ranked first for both sexes. Similar to 

Australian trends, Glen Eira's community is changing to place 

considerable value on non-purpose built, informal recreation 

facilities such as pathways .and local parks. 

I mplications of General Recreation Trends 

• Changing leisure participation trends have implications on the 

overall use and provision of open space in Glen Eira. 

• Glen Eira's population age structure will inffuencethe nature 

of recreation activities undertaken. 

• Increased longevity in older age groups will increase the 

demand for leisure pursuits close to home and participation 

rates in less physically demanding sports will remain strong 

such as golf, tennis and bowls. 

• Increased use and popularity for non-competitive, informal 

recreational facilities will place greater demand on the 

provision of unstructured open space, close to home. 

• Walking and cycling, very popular activities enjoyed by Glen 

Eira's population, indicate a need to diversifY and enhance 

the visual settings of parks and to develop safe, shared 

pathways through parks and between parks to create a 

linked open space network. 

• An increase in home based recreation is antiCipated with the 

impact of technology. 
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4.3 Regional Context 

Glen Eira is located approximately nine kilometres from the 

central city of Melboume with the Frankston, Dandenong and 

Elstemwick railway lines providing public transport into the City 

and the Nepean Highway to the west and Dandenong Road to 

the north providing direct vehicle access into the city. There are 

various main roads travelling east-west and north-south 

throughout Glen Eira which enable easy access across the city and 

into surrounding municipalities. 

Easy access and mobility throughout Glen Eira means that open 

space usage is not restricted to within the city. Glen Eira's open 

space network needs to be considered within a regional context. 

An examination of open space/recreation facilities available in 

municipalities in the surrounding region revealed the following 

major findings: 

• Central Park to the north in Malvern East, provides a range 

of district level resources, accommodating structured and 

unstructured activities. 

• North of the Outer Circle is the Urban Forest Reserve, in 

Malvern, which connects up with the linear 'regional' trail 

along Gardiners Creek and provides a recreational link all the 

way into the city 

• . The three stations trail 'project'is a Parks Victoria nominated 

'regional'trail envisaged to extend along the Dandenong 

railway line through the City of Glen Eira and into the City of 

Monash. Currently there is a path immediately east of Glen 

Eira running alongside the Hughesdale Railway station in 

Monash City Council. This path extends east for some of the 

length of the Dandenong railway line but is incomplete and 

Monash Council will require funding assistance to complete 

their part of the three stations trail project. This link is 

envisaged to continue into Glen Eira to connect up with the 

Outer Circle Railway land and extend west along the railway 

line through Glen Eira. 

• To the east and south of Glen Eira are located various private 

and public golf clubs. These recreational facilities contribute 

to the network of recreational open space available in the 

region. 

• Jells Park is located east of Glen Eira and forms part of the 

Parks Victoria 'regional' open space network. 

• To the south-east is Karkarook Park, a 'regional' park, recently 

developed on Warrigal Road, as part of Park Victoria's 

Sandbelt Open Space Project that when completed will result 

in a series of linked parks with regional facilities extending 

trom Heatherton through to Dingley. Karkarook Park 

contains a broad range of regional/evelleisure resources, 

including areas of bushland, wetlands, bicycle/pedestrian trails 

and picnic facilities; all within 30 minutes drive for most or' 

Glen Eira except for Caulffeld North and Elsternwick. 
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• G R Bricker Reserve in Moorabbin contributes to the district 

level of recreation facilities available and with easy continued 

access along East Boundary Road. The park adds to the 

recreation experiences for those people il1 the southern part 

of Glen Eira. 

• Fawkner Park and Albert Park constitute major regional 

resources and are located approximately ffve kilometres 

north-west of Glen Eira. Fawkner Par~ accommodates 

relaxing gardens and unstructured open space while Albert 

Park is a major active sporting and unstructured open space 

area. 

• The St. Kilda Botanical Gardens, west of Glen Eira, offer a 

unique landscape recreational experience to the region. 

• E/sternwick Park is also located west of Glen Eira and is 

currently being improved and enhanced to include a more 

attractive and diverse environment with a range of district 

level facilities, both active and passive. 

• Port Phillip Bay lies to the west of Glen Eira and offers a 

major and unique recreational experience. 

• The Elster Creek Trail heads west from Allnutt Park in 

McKinnon through the Cities of Bay.side and Port Phillip to 

the foreshore. Glen Eira and Port Phillip Councils currently 

have bike paths along their sections of the Elster Creek Trail 

but the City of Bay.side does not. Bayside Council is intending 

to develop a path along its section of the trail in the next 

couple of years. This will provide an important recreational 

link for residents of Glen Eira to access the foreshore. 

• Dendy Park, located further south-west. offers district level 

facilities; both passive and active and there are plans to 

enhance and improve its facilities. 

Implications of Regional Context 

• Large, 'regional' scale open space is available, just outside the 

borders of Glen Eira, and these parks make an important 

contribution to the recreational experiences available to Glen 

Eira residents as they offer an extensive range of diverse and 

unique 'regional' recreation opportunities. They need to be 

considered as part of the whole open space network 

available to the Glen Eira community. 

• There is no 'regional' level open space in Glen Eira, which 

indicates a need to provide stronger and more accessible 

links to open space areas available outside the city. 



4.4 A Demographic Profile of Glen Eira 

Refer to Working Paper B for Details 

An understanding of Glen Eira's demographic characteristics is 

important when planning a community asset such as open space 

forthe city. This section provides a demographic profile of Glen 

Eira, as a whole, compared to similar type data for the Melboume 

Statistical Division (MSD). A detailed demographic analysis of 

those precincts, which make up the City of Glen Eira for the 

purposes ofthis strategy is provided in Working Paper B. The 

following are key variables from the Australian Bureau of Statistics 

1991 and 1996 census data that distinguish Glen Eira from the 

MSD: 

Population Size 

• The resident population of the City of Glen Eira has 

marginally increased from 110,377 in August. 1991 to 

I 13,020 at the 1996 census. The population forecast. by 

the Department of Infrastructure indicates this will remain 

stable between the period I 996-200S with a marginal net 

increase to I 13,S21 persons. 

• The population forecast estimated by adopting a scenario 

based on Glen Eira's strategic poliCies and recent building 

approvals data indicates a net increase in the total 

population from 113, 020 at the 1996 census to 

approximately I IS,OOO persons in 2005. 

Age Profile 

• Compared to the MSD, Glen Eira has a higher proportion of 

people aged 60 and over (2 1.4% in Glen Eira compared to 

IS.3";6 for the MSD). The population forecast by 0e 
Department of Infrastructure indicates that persons in Glen 

Eira over 60 years of age will slightly decline but remain a 

Significant proportion over the next seven years (21.4% in 

1996 to 19.9% by 200S). 

• In 1996, 16% of residents were aged 4S-S9 years. 

Projections suggest that in 200S this figure will substantially 

increase to 2 1.9%. 

• Compared to the MSD, Glen Eira has fewer young children 

(ie: S.8% in the 0-4 age group compared to 6.9%) and this 

figure is forecast to drop to 4.8% by 200S. The proportion of 

children aged between S-9 years is also forecast to drop 

from S.7% in 1996 to S.2% in 200S. 

• The percentage of cHildren aged between I 0-1 4 years in 

Glen Eira, whilst only a small proportion of the total 

population, will increase from S.4% in I 996 to 6.0% by 

200S. Similarly, the IS-I 9 age group will slightly increase 

from 5. 7% in 1996 to 6.4% by 2005. 

• Persons in the 20-24 age group will slightly decrease from 

7.5% in 1996 to 7.2% by 200S. 

• Age group projections indicate a decline in all those age 

groups between 2S-44 years from 32% in 1996 to 28.6% 

by 2005. 

Ethnic and Religious Diversity 

• Glen Eira has a high ethnic population. Of the major groups 

in Glen Eira, bom overseas, people born in the 'Other Group' 

(including Canada, Chile, Fiji, New Zealand, South Africa and 

the USA) are the largest proportion at 39% compared to 

2S.4% for the MSD. The high proportion of this broad 

category illustrates the ethnic diversity of Glen Eira's 

population. 

• Glen Eira has a significantly larger proportion of people of 

the Jewish faith with I S% of the Glen Eira population 

compared to I. I % for the MSD. 

Income Range 

• The City of Glen Eira has marginally more people on higher 

annual incomes ($S2,000 or more) compared to the MSD 

(10.6% in Glen Eira with 9.4% in the MSD). Conversely, the . 

dty has a smaller proportion of people in the lower income 

range of$1 0,000-$36,000 (32% compared to 3S%). 

Qualification Levels 

• Glen Eira has a higher .proportion of persons with either a 

degree or a diploma. 3. I % of its population has a higher 

degree,postgraduate diploma compared to 2.4% for the 

MSD and 15.6% of Glen Eira's population has a bachelor 

degree, undergraduatelassodateship diploma compared to 

12.2% for the MSD. 

• The dty has a smaller proportion of people with skilled 

vocational qualifications and slightly more with basic 

vocational skills. 

Family Types 

• In I 99 I there was a substantially larger proportion of 

couples without children in Glen Eira compared to the MSD 

(38% in Glen Eira compared to 29% for the MSD). 

• The proportion of single parent families in Glen Eira was the 

same as for the MSD while two parent families were 

substantially less (46.5% in Glen Eira compared to S6% for 

the MSD). 
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Dwelling Stock 

• Glen Eira has a signiffcandy higher proportion of higher! 

medium density housing with 26% of ~ats, units, apartments 

in Glen Eira compared to 14.6% for the MSD. The city has 

10.2% of its dwelling stock as semi-detached, row, terrace 

housing compared to 8% for the MSD. 

• Conversely. the proportion of detached dwellings is less than 

that for the MSD (61 % compared to 75%). 

Implications of Glen Eira's Demographic 
Structure 

• The Department of Infrastructure forecasts Glen Eira to 

maintain a stable population size between the period of 

1996~2005, which highlights a need to retain the existing 

open space, provision for future generations. 

• The Policy Based estimate indicates that Glen Eira's 

population will experience an increase of approximately 

2,000 persons by the year 2005 which indicates a need to 

investigate opportunities to create new open space in areas 

of the municipality which may be found to be deffcient in 

open space. 

• Recreational facilities and settings will need to be provided 

for all age groups to cater for Glen Eira's population mix, in 

particular older adults, due to the signiffcant proportion of 

people aged 45 and over, and those age groups forecast to 

increase over the next seven years; the I 0-14, 15-1 9 and 

20-24 age groups. 

• Increased longevity and better health indicates there will be 

more demand for close to home, conveniendy located 

sporting facilities but more on a social and ~exible basis ie; 

tennis, golf and bowls. 
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• Parklands will be an important oudet for older adults for 

informal exercise, casual recreation and social activity. 

• The signiffcant proportion of overseas bom people in Glen 

Eira indicates a need for the careful targeting of certain types 

of recreational facilities in areas close to where high 

concentrations of those people reside. 

• The signiffcant proportion of residents with tertiary 

qualiffcations will create a similarly proportionate demand for 

and use of open space across the city and research has 

shown that this group is likely to be users of public open 

space and more particularly in the informal/unstructured 

type recreational activities such as swimming, walkjng and 

cycling. 

• The higher proportion of couples without children and their 

increased time availability may mean an increased demand 

for open space. 

• The lower proportion of families with children in the city may 

see the need for careful targeting of facilities in parks in 

areas where the concentration of families are highest 

• The signiffcandy higher proportion of semi-detached housing, 

~ats and units could be expected to increase the demand for 

open space in areas where those concentrations are highest 

as access to private open space will be limited. This may 

result in increased demand for 'Ioca/' parks close to all 

households to accommodate informal recreation. 

• Demographic analysis of the ffve precincts which make up 

Glen Eira for the purposes of this strategy (refer to Workjng 

Paper B for details) shows that within the city there are 

distinct demographic patterns which indicates a need to 

ensure that the type and range of recreation opportunities 

are relevant to the needs of residents across the City. 
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4.5 ANALYSIS OF GLEN ElBA'S 

OPEN SPACE SYSTEM 

Refer to Working Papers C, D and E for Details 

This section outlines the key findings in respect to existing open 

space resources in Glen Eira. Information was obtained through 

the development of an open space inventory and a comparative 

review of existing available resources across the five precincts, 

which make up Glen Eira for the purposes ofthis strategy. 

4.5.1 Open Space Distribution 

Analysis of the distribution of open space across Glen Eira has 

revealed the fol/owing issues: 

• The total amount of public open space in Glen Eira 

comprises approximately I 6 I ha; equivalent to 4.2% of the 

total municipal area. 

• The amount of open space varies across the city but when 

looked at the precinct level it is fairly evenly distributed. The 

lowest proportion of open space provided is in the South·East 

precinct (3.66%) and the highest amount in the North·East 

with 5.56% 

• At the neighbourhood level Caulfield North and Elsternwick" 

in the North· West precinct both have minimal open space 

(0.47% and 0.87% respectively) of a (ingmented nature 

while the Gardenvale neighbourhood in the West precinct 

also has disconnected and low open space provision. 

• The neighbourhoods in the South·East precinct have 

conSistently lower proportions of open space. 

• Open space in the South-East and South-West precihcts is 

well distributed but disconnected. 

Implications of Open Space Distribution 

• Quantity of open space is not the main issue but rather 

quality and the distribution of open space are priority issues 

that need to be carefully addressed. 

• Deficiencies in open space, in the Caulfield North, Elsternwick 

and Gardenvale neighbourhoods indicate a need for 'quality', 

diverse recreational experiences in existing open space and 

to investigate opportunities to expand the open space 

system in these areas. 

• The lower proportions of open space in the South-East 

neighbourhoods indicates a need for 'quality' recreational 

experiences to be redesignedlrebuilt into existing open space 

and to investigate the potential to expand and form critical 

links between existing parkiands. 

• Market forces may impede opportunities to expand or 

create new open space due to expenSive land prices, 

particularly in the North-West 

• The fi-agmented and disconnected nature for much of the 

open space system indicates a need to develop recreational 

links across the city. both on-road and off-road, between 

parks. 

4.5.2 Ownership of Open Space 

• The majority of public open space in Glen Eira is Council 

owned, comprising 120ha or 75% of the public open space 

system 

• A significant proportion of Glen Eira's open space system 

42ha (25%) is in Crown ownership. 

• Over 90% of the public open space system in the North

West is owned by the Crown. 

• Over 20% of the public open space system in the North-East 

is in Crown ownership. 

• The North-West and South-East precincts have the lowest 

allocations of public open space but they have some notable 

private open space opportunities available. The South-East 

has the Yarra Yarra Golf Course, 50ha or· 5.5% of the total 

precinct area (more than the public open space provision 

available in the precinct, 3.66%). Private open space in the 

North-West precinct comprises areas such as Rippon Lea 

and St Mary's Church of England (6.lha or 0.72% of the 

total precinct area). 

• State Govemment owned schools have the ability to 

contribute between 7.29ha and 13.93ha open space in the 

North-East South-East and South-West precincts. The South

East has the largest potential contribution of State 

Government school land with approximately 14ha; eqUivalent 

to 1.6% of the total precinct area. 

• The North-West is the precinct with the highest level of 

private school open space available with approximately 

I I ha; equivalent to I .3%, of the total precinct area. 
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Implications of Ownership of Open Space 

• The high proportion of Council owned public open space, with 

the exception of the North-West precinct enables a high 

level of control and direction in the development of the open 

space system. 

• The high level of open space in Crown ownership in the 

North-West and to a lesser extent in the North-East 

indicates a need to continue positive working relations and 

co-operation between Councii and the Department of 

Natural Resources and Environment to achieve maximum 

recreational use for Glen Eira's community. 

• Council does not have control over 'private' open space and it 

should not be regarded as an equal substitute for 'public' 

open space but it certainly contributes to the open space 

system and these altematives to 'traditional' open space 

should be investigated, particularly in identified deficient 

areas. 

• Government owned schools offer opportunities for joint use 

by the community for informal recreation activities and may 

help to address shortfalls in specific precincts; particularly in 

the South-East, which has the highest level of government 

school open space available. 

• The closure of government owned schools will magnifY open 

space deficiencies and Council should carefully consider the 

implications of any future sales of government schools in the 

city. 

• Council should continue to investigate the creation of 

partnerships with private schools; particularly in the North

West, to expand opportunities for community recreation use 

and help address open space deficiencies in this precinct 
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4.5.3 Open Space Categories 

In the course of planning and developing an open space system 

there should be a rational distribution of parks and sports facilities 

that attract different levels of use to ensure various open spaces 

within a system complement each other with minimal duplication 

and thereby provide better services to the community. 

Glen Eira's open space system has the following hierarchical 

categories: 

• District Park: Large parks that have a diverse range of 

recreational facilities, both active and passive, that attract 

and support longer duration visits than local parks. At least 

one district park should be available within two kilometres of 

all urban households. 

• Loco' Park: Parks that provide open space for informal, 

non-competitive recreation and relaxation for residents in a 

local neighbourhood. 

• Neighbourhood Park: Small scale local parks, commonly 

known as "pock~" parks that are generally only the size of 

between one to three house blocks and cater for single 

purpose recreation activities ie; a playground. 

• Ornamenta': Small areas with essential visual, aesthetic 

and physiological values, suitable fOr relaxation. 

• Linear Park: Parks that provide links between other P?rks, 

community facilities, shops and residential areas. 

• Outdoor Sports Areas: Areas that include all types of 

outdoor facilities designed for structured competitive sports. 

• Outdoor Sporting/Loco' Park combined: Playing fields 

for organised sporting activities with local parkland around 

their peripheries where the community can relax and 

participate in informal recreation. 
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Figure Six shows the distribution of these various open space 

categories across the City. 

Analysis ofthe current open space system across the five 

precincts of the city revealed the following: 

• Glen Eira does not contain any 'refJonaf' open space (major 

metropolitan parks) but there are various regional open 

spaces available in adjacent municipalities. 

• The most significant portion of district level open space is in 

the North-West precinct; Caulfield Park, which provides an 

excellent range of passive and active recreational facilities. 

• The West and South-East precincts do not have any district 

open space. 

• All precincts share a consistent but fairly low level of local 

open space (approximately I 0%) with the exception of the 

South-East precinct; which has an even lower proportion 

(7.2%). 

• Neighbourhood and omamental open spaces (otherwise 

known as 'pocket' parks on account of their small sizes) are 

mainly concentrated in the South-West and South-East 

precincts. There is a total of 4 I parks in the southem part of 

the Oty and 22 of those parks are 'pocket' parks. 

• No linear parks exist in the North-West and South-East 

precincts. 

• Very high levels of outdoor sporting areas/locol parks 

combined, exist particularly in the West, South-West and 

South-East precincts (80% in the West to 60% in the South

West). This category forms the major component of each 

precincts' open space, with the exception of the North-West 

• Parks functioning solely as outdoor sports areas are 

concentrated in the North-East and South-East precincts. 

Implications of Open Space Categories 

• The lack of regional open space in Glen Eira indicates a need 

to create recreational links to enable easy access out of the 

city to regional open space available in adjacent 

municipalities. 

• The lack of'district' faCilities in the West and South-East 

precincts indicates a need to review opportunities for these 

precincts to accommodate and/or have easy access to 

district and/or higher level recreational facilities. 

• The high number of small. disconnected 'pocket' parks in the 

southem part of the municipality indicates a need to assess 

their recreational value and the extent to which they 

contribute to Glen Eira's open space system. 

• The lack of linear open space in the North-West and South

East precincts indicates a need to investigate opportunities to 

develop recreational links between existing parks in these 

precincts and to open space in other areas. This is 

particularly important as these two precincts have identified 

shortfalls in open space. Strong links between parks enhance 

people's recreational experiences. 

• The fairly low percentage of local parks in all precincts 

coupled with a dominant proportion of outdoor sports/local 

parks combined indicates a need to ensure that the local 

park facilities in these dual function open spaces are distinct 

and separate from the sports facilities and well designed with 

their own unique characters to contribute at the local park 

level. 

• Open spaces that currendy function solely as outdoor 

sporting areas, in the North-East and South-East precincts, 

need to include unstructured recreational experiences to 

increase their use and attraction to the community . 

• Overall, Glen Eira has a fairly limited range of recreational 

experiences and there is a real need to rebuild new. diverse 

recreational opportunities into the existing open space 

system. 
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4.5.4 Restrictions to Open Space 

Restrictions in some form or another (ie; sporting activities 

restrict the use of ovals at certain times) apply to the use of 

public open space areas and Glen Eira's open space network was 

analysed to determine what levels of use restriction apply. The 

key findings are: 

• General community use of over half (53%) of Glen Eira's 

open space system is restricted in some form or another with 

the main restriction being organised sports using grounds at 

certain periods, mainly on the weekends. 

• A dominant portion of open space in each precinct is 

restricted at certain periods by sports activities, with the 

North-East and South-East precincts having the larger 

proportions of their open spaces used for organised sports at 

certain periods. 

• The level of open space restricted by membership 

requirements ie; bowling, tennis, croquet clubs etc. is relatively 

low varying from 9% in the South-West to 5% in the North

West 

• All precincts have a signiffcant proportion of open space 

where community use is not restricted in any way. with the 

highest amount in the South-West (55%) and the lowest 

allocation of unrestricted open space in the South-East 

(36%). 

• Taking into account restrictions on use associated with 

organised sports and membership clubs more than 90% of 

Glen Eira's open space is available for general community 

use at most times during the week 

Implications of Open Space Restrictions 

• Glen Eira has a high proportion of its open space system 

designed to cater for organised sports. This indicates a real 

need to ensure a diverse and high quality range of 

unstructured recreational opportunities are provided in 

remaining open space, particularly in those. areas located 

around the peripheries of sporting ovals. 

4.5.5 Landscape Styles 

Each open space was assessed to determine its landscape style 

and it was found there are four dominant landscape styles in Glen 

Eira's network of open space: 

• Historic Parks and Gardens: Open spaces with formal 

layouts, adhering to historic landscape styles. 

• Informal: Open spaces dominated by an informal 

arrangement of vegetation, adhering to no distinct landscape 

style. 

• Sporting: Open space areas that are generally large and 

deffned by sportsgrounds creating expansive areas of green 

open space with perimeter planting. 

• Naturalistic: Open spaces or parks with indigenous or 

native vegetation that creates a "natural bushland" effect 

Some parks incorporate more than one landscape setting and for 

the purposes of analysis the landscape settings of those parks 

have been separated into the appropriate category. 

The major findings are: 

• The dominant landscape setting in all precincts is sporting 

which ranges between 55% in the South-West to 88% in the 

South East 

• Historic landscaping is highly represented in the North-West 

• Informal landscaping predominates in the South-West and to 

a lesser extent in the West 

• A very low proportion of Glen Eira's open space has a 

dominant naturalistic landscape style with the highest 

amount in the North-East (9%). The West and North-West 

precincts do not have any parks with a naturalistic landscape 

theme 

Implications of Landscape Styles 

• The South-East has a very limited range of lan.dscape 

settings which. indicates a need to review opportunities to 

provide more diverse landscape. styles in this precinct 

• The dominance of sporting reserves as a landscape style 

across the City indicates a need to redevelop those informal 

open space areas around the perimeters of sporting grounds 

to contain their own individual landscape character rather 

than appearing as a continuation of the sporting areas. 

• The naturalistic landscape style should be built up and 

strengthened throughout the city with focus on indigenous 

and native vegetation in selective open space areas. This 

would be in keeping with a strong community preference. 
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4.5.6 Landscape Quality 

The landscaping settings of each open space has been assessed in 

terms of quality. incorporating features such as environmental. 

aesthetic and facilities provision (refer to Appendix D for details). 

Each open space across the city has been analysed to obtain an 

individual landscape quality rating and then an average rating (out 

of 5) has been calculated for each precinct. The following criteria 

was used to assess the landscape quality of each open space: 

• Image and Identity 

• Spatial Quality 

• Fumiture and Structures 

• Circulation 

• Trees/Other Vegetation 

The analysis revealed that the North-West has the highest quality 

oflandscaping (4) while the South-East has the lowest level of 

quality landscaping (2.8). 

Implications of Landscape Quality 

• The lower quality of landscaping settings in open space in the 

South-East indicates a need to improve the character and 

quality of landscaping in this precinct. including planting. park 

fumiture. pathways. and their visual and aesthetic appeal. 

particularly those areas surrounding sporting ovals which offer 

opportunities to create high quality. distinctively landscaped 

areas for unstructured recreation purposes. 

4.5.7 Environmental Open Space 

Due to the highly developed nature of Glen Eira there is minimal 

existing open space with significant environmental value: Analysis 

revealed the following: 

• The Old Outer Circle Railway Une. particularly the southern 

section. in the North-East precinct is the most significant 

open space area in Glen Eira with nature conservation 

values. 

• Council's Park Services unit has recently completed the 

development of a native bushland reserve and bird aviary in 

Caulfield Park. 

• Revegetation of the old Outer Circle Railway land is 

progressively occurring to enhance its habitat potential and 

environmental quality. 
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• The Old Elster Creek Trail. in the South-West precinct. that 

heads north from Allnutt Park through Wattle Grove Reserve 

and Joyce Park has been identified by the Society for Growing 

Australian Plants as a valuable environmental trail that could 

be developed with indigenous planting to enhance habitat 

potential and provide a nature walk for the community. 

• The Old Rosstown Railway line. extending across the West 

and North-East precincts. trom Elstemwick to Murrumbeena 

through various open spaces that form remnants of the 

original railway line could be developed as an environmental 

corridor with indigenous planting to enhance habitat 

potential. 

• The Society for Growing Australian Plants has advised Council 

there are various indigenous plant species growing within 

railway reserves in the city and these should be protected 

and cultivated to plant in appropriately selected parks. 

• Council's Park Services unit currently runs education programs 

for school children to teach them the importance of 

conservation/environmental areas. 

Implications of Environmental Open Space 

• Umited open space in Glen Eira with nature conservation 

values indicates a need to carefully manage and nurture 

these areas to protect and enhance their environmental and 

habitat potential. 

• Unear areas. such as railway reserves. provide potentiql 

opportunities to contribute to conservation and 

environmental enhancement in the city. 

• Council should work closely with the Glen Eira Environment 

Group and the Society for Growing Australian Plants to 

enhance the habitat potential of indigenous planting in 

selective open space areas and develop educational signage 

through these areas to strengthen community awareness 

about the value of conservation/environmental areas. 
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4.5.8 Maintenance of Open Space 

Community consuttation carried out as part of the Open Space 

Strategy confirmed that proper maintenance of open space is 

considered an essential priority in order to achieve a successful, 

quality, open space system. Analysis of the maintenance 

responsibilities for Glen Eira's open space system revealed the 

following:-

• The majority of maintenance for public open space in Glen 

fira, including Crown Land, is carried out by Council's Park 

Services unit 

• The only components of public open space in Glen Eira to be 

maintained by clubs occupying particular open spaces are 

some turf wickets. The Park Services unit has set up turf 

management courses to encourage sports clubs to maintain 

the turfs themselves. 

• Informal watering is carried out by some clubs but the 

ultimate responsibility is with Council. 

• Various 'triends' groups have been formed over the years for 

the development of specific parks. 

• The Glen Eira Environment Group has approximately eight 

working bees a year in which they help out with weed control 

and planting in Boyd Park and the Society fOr Growing 

Australian Plants has progressively enhanced indigenous 

planting in Joyce Park.. 

• The design and style of open space has Significant impaa on 

the cost of maintenance requirements. 

Implications of Open Space Maintenance 

• Further opportunities to help share the physical maintenance 

of open space and strengthen Council's allocation of 

resources towards open space maintenance should be 

investigated. 

• Coundl could encourage and help generate community 

groups to get involved in the development and maintenance 

of parkiands, ie;. planting of vegetation and in the continued 

maintenance of parks. This could be particularly benefiCial 

for the small, localised neighbourhood parks that can be 

inefficient for Council to maintain and community 

involvement could generate a sense of ownership. 

• To achieve Council's aim to provide a diverse, quality open 

space system careful consideration will need to be given to 

design altematives that are effective but efficient in terms of 

maintenance levels. 

4.5.9 Access to Open Space 

Access to open space is a major determinant of a successful open 

space system and access by public and private transport as well as 

by walking and cycling should be maximised. An analysis of 

accessibility within Glen Eira's open space system revealed the 

following:-

• Private transport via car is made easy through Glen Eira by 

various main roads that extend east-west and north-south 

providing direa access trom one side of the city to the other 

and many of the large parks are situated on main roads. 

• The northem section of the dty is well served by major public 

transport intrastruaure, trains and trams while the Frankston 

train line connects the north and south parts of the city. 

• The South-East precina does not have access to train/tram 

facilities. 

• Bus routes are fairly evenly distributed throughout the city 

and generally run along main/secondary roads. 

• Cycling is one of the top three recreation activities 

undertaken by Glen Eira's community and Glen Eira City 

Council should develop, as a priority. a bicycle strategy; based 

on the predecessor Council's (Caulfield and Moorabbin) 

bicycle strategies. One of the aims of the previous bicycle 

strategies was for the cycling network to strategically link 

destinations such as a chain of parks and provide inter

munidpal/externallinkages. Many of the identified bike 

paths in Glen Eira are 'on-road' routes but the development 

of some off-road paths is critical and the most cost-effective 

use of off-road paths is for shared usage between cyclists 

and pedestrians; where pedestrians have right-or-way. 

• Off-road paths identified in previous Council's bicycle 

strategies are the Outer Circle Railway line, through the 

Caulfield Racecourse, the Elster Creek Trail and alongside the 

Frankston Railway line. 

• There are a number of road reserves across the city that are 

not sufficient to accommodate any form of purpose built 

recreational structures but may be wide enough to 

accommodate a cycle/pedestrian path to provide strategic 

links between parks and other community facilities. 
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Implications of Access to Open Space 

• Public transport access in the South-East precinct is not as 

strong as other parts of the city and this highlights a priority 

to investigate opportunities to create sate. recreational links 

between parks in this area and inter-municipal/extemal 

linkages. 

• Implementation of a comprehensive bicycle network, 

incorporating both on-road and off-road paths with clear 

signage and directions is important to ensure a stronger and 

more accessible open space system. particularly for 

secondary school students who are heavily reliant on bikes as 

their mode of transport 

• The popularity of cycling indicates a need to support this 

recreation activity and investigate opportunities to develop 

safe off-road paths through parks and along linear areas. 

such as road reserves and railway reserves. 

4.5.10 Catchment Areas to Parks 

Local Parks 

To ensure an equitable' distribution of open space throughout the 

city planning guidelines generally advise that most households 

should be within reasonable walking distance ie; 500 metres of 

local open space. Figure Two shows that the majority of residents 

in Glen Eira are within reasonable walking distance of some fonm 

of open space with local facilities. except for the Town Hall 

environs in the North-West precinct The only portion of public 

open space currently provided in this area is the ornamental Town 

Hall gardens which are very small (0.06ha) and do not function at 

the local level. 
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.Implications of Local Open Space 

• The lack of local open space in the Town Hall environs 

indicates a need to investigate opportunities to create new 

open space in this area of suffiCient size and capacity to 

contribute at the local park level for the surrounding 

community. This would help alleviate open space shortfalls in 

the North-West 

District Parks 

Planning guidelines recommend district level open space to be 

available within two kilometres of all urban households. Currently 

four neighbourhoods in Glen Eira are not served by district parks; 

Gardenvale and Caulfield South in the West and Moorabbin 

Heights and most of Moorabbin East in the South-East precinct. 

Figure Seven shows that in the West precinct, Princes Park is in an 

appropriate location and large enough to function at the district 

level and to potentially serve residents in the Gardenvale and 

Caulfield South neighbourhoods. Similarly. King George VI 

Memorial Reserve in the South-East precinct is large enough to 

be redesigned to function as a district park to service a significant 

portion ofthe southern part ofthe city. including the Moorabbin 

East and Moorabbin Heights neighbourhoods. 

Implications of District Open Space 

• The lack of district level open space in the West and South

East precincts indicates a need to investigate opportunities to 

develop open space in these areas with a broad range of 

recreational experiences expected at the district level. This 

could be achieved by redesigninglrebuilding new recreational 

experiences within existing open spaces in these areas; 

Princes Park in the West and King George VI Memorial 

Reserve in the South-East. 
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II EXISTING DISTRICT 
PARKS 

APPROXIMATE 2 KM DISTANCE 
FOR EXISTING DISTRICT PARKS 

·POTENTIAL" DISTRICT 
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APPROXIMATE 2 KM DISTANCE 
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o 0.5 
i 
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FIGURE SEVEN: CATCHMENT AREAS FOR 
DISTRICT PARKS 
IN GLEN EIRA 
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4.5.1 I Provision of Recreation Facilities 

Community consultation confirmed that the provision offacilities 

such as public toilets, BBQ's and picnicfacilities are popular and 

valuable components of the open space system and their 

distribution throughout the city has been analysed. 

• The South-West has the best provision of BBQ's in parks 

while the West and South-East precincts have the lowest 

allocations. 

• The North-East has the highest provision of Picnic facilities 

(including picnic shelters, tables, seats and rubbish bins) while 

the West has the lowest allocation of picnic settings, followed 

by the South-East 

• Some picnic shelters across the city do not have tables/seats 

provided underneath which restricts their useability as picnic 

facilities. 

• The West precina is the best served in terms of public toilet 

facilities in parks while the South-East has the least number 

af public toilets. 

• Many public toilets are not used due to poor quality and 

concern over issues such as satety 

• Council has a park furniture program currently underway 

which will update and replace park furniture progressively 

over the next five years. It will also increase the amount of 

furniture, ie; tables and seats in those open space areas that 

are obviously lacking such facilities. 

• A review of all of Council's existing publiC toilet facilities 

across Glen Eira was completed in Oaober. 1997 and 

considered issues such as: -
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'f' location 

'f' purpose 

'f' age 

'f' future maintenance levels 

'f' problems 

'f' disabled access 

'f' visibility/security arrangements 

'f' removal of isolated, inappropriately located and 

unused facilities. 

Implications of the Provision of Recreation 
Facilities 

. • Recreation facilities need to be equitably distributed across 

the open space system. 

• The underprovision of BBQ's and to a lesser extent Picnic 

facilities in the South-East will need to be considered in the 

development of specific strategies and actions for this 

precinct 

• The West precina has the lowest provision of BBQ's but it 

must be kept in mind this area only contains two large parks: 

Princes Park and EE Gunn Reserve that can suitably 

accommodate BBQ's without impacting on adjacent 

residential properties. On this basis it would be very difficult 

to increase BBQ facilities so a priority for this precina should 

be for the improved provision of Picnic facilities. 

• BBQ's in parks are popular facilities but they are costly to 

maintain and therefore it is important to provide an effective 

but efficient distribution of these facilities across the city. 

BBQ's should be distributed across the larger parks in the city 

accompanied by picnic facilities and located in one central 

area of parks where they are easily accessible to a range of 

different user groups to achieve maximum use. 

• Council needs to achieve a rationalised (reduced number), 

effective distribution of safe, quality public toilet facilities 

across the city. including open space areas: 



4.6 .Children's Playgrounds 

Refer to Working Paper I for Details 

Children's playgrounds are a major component of Glen Eira's 

open space system and children between the ages of 0-9 years 

are generally the highest users of these facilities. To gain an 

understanding of how well these facilities are provided across the 

city information was obtained on the physical condition and 

distribution of playgrounds together with a comparative 

demographic analysis (1996 ABS statistics) of children aged 0-9 

years across the five precincts within the city. The key findings are 

as follows: 

• A playground inventory and maintenance report of all Glen 

Eira's playgrounds was completed in October, I 997 and 

revealed that generally the playgrounds, in the north section 

of the city have more modern equipment and have been 

upgraded in recent years whereas play equipment in the 

southern part of the city is generally old (20 plus years) and 

unimaginative. Council's Recreation Development unit has 

set in place a program that will progressively remove/ 

upgrade/replace outdated play eqUipment throughout Glen 

Eira to ensure compliance with Australian Standards. 

Consideration also needs to be given to the effectiveness of 

the existing distribution of playgrounds in meeting community 

needs and achieving maximum benepts for the community. 

• There are more children living in the north section of the city 

now and over the next seven years than in the southern 

section of the city. Currently. there are approximately 7,600 

children aged 0-9 years living in the north part of the city 

and State Government population projections indicate this 

will decrease to about 6,600 by 2005. The southern part of 

the city currently has approximately 5,300 children aged 0-9 

years and this number is estimated to decrease to 

approximately 4,800 by 2005. 

• ABS statistics reveal that in 1996 there was a higher 

proportion of 0-4 year olds living in the Ormond and 

Oak/eigh South neighbourhoods and a higher proportion of 5-

9 year olds living in the Caulpeld North and McKinnon 

neighbourhoods. 

• "Quantity" of playgrounds is the main issue for the north part 

of the city whereas "quality" of playgrounds is the main issue 

for the south part of the city. 

• There is limited diversity in the types of playgrounds available 

within Glen Eira. 

Implications of Children's Playgrounds 

• To achieve an efficient, effective allocation of playgrounds 

across the city there will need to be a rational distribUtion of 

playgrounds based on a hierarchical structure to ensure a 

range of large to small playgrounds across the city with 

different recreational experiences that complement each 

other with minimal duplication. 

• Priorities for increasing the provision and improving the 

quality of playgrounds should be based on identiped 

depciencies, neighbourhoods with higher proportions of 0-9 

aged children and opportunities available within the 

precincts. 

• Addressing depciencies and upgrading existing play 

equipment will provide opportunities to diversify the character 

of playgrounds across the city. 
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4.7 Pocket Paries 

Refer to Working Paper J for Details 

Parks of less than 0.25ha in size are commonly known as 'pocket' 

parks and in Glen Eira they typically comprise one to three house 

blocks with limited informal recreational facilities. In Glen Eira 

pocket parks comprise both neighbourhood and omamental type 

parks and they represent over a third (24) ofthe total number of 

parks (67) in the municipality. 

Previous findings in the MMBW Melboume Parks Survey (1983) 

found that small poorly located parks with limited recreation 

opportunities attract very little use and serve a catchment area 

less than a local neighbourhood. Pocket parks, at best, serve as a 

local street park whilst larger parks that accommodate a range. of 

activities and are centrally located appeal to a wide group of the 

community and attract high levels of use. 

Given the high number of pocket parks in Glen Eira, particularly in 

the southem section of the city where 22 out of the 4 I parks 

(54%) are pocket parks, it is important to assess their recreational 

value and to consider the extent to which they contribute to 

Glen Eira's informal recreational open space. Where pocket parks 

are found to attract little use and have limited recreational value 

there is little justification for those parks to remain as open space. 

The following planning criteria has been developed to assess the 

major factors which influence the degree of usage and 

recreational value of informal recreation open space: -

'. Size 

• Location/accessibility 

• Amount, type and age of playground equipment (irany) 

• Facilities/function 

• Overall attractiveness/landscaping 

• Shape 

• Proximity to other more suitable open space areas 

• Linkage 
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An assessment against the above planning criteria was made for 

each ofthe pocket parks in Glen Eira and details are provided in 

Working Paper J. The Working Paper concludes that the following 

pocket parks in Glen Eira have limited recreational value: -

• Cnr. Glen Orme/Murray Road Reserve, McKinnon 

• Cnr. Mackie Road/Waratah Road Reserve, Oak/eigh South 

• Cnr McKinnon Road/Thomas Street Reserve, McKinnon 

• Nina Court Reserve, Bendeigh East 

• Two out of the three Yarra Yarra Links Estate Reserves, 

Bendeigh East, 

• Riddle Street Park, Bendeigh 

• Orange Street Park, Oak/eigh South (ifit is not desirable to 

indude in the Master Plan to Mackie Road Reserve) 

Refer to Figure Eight 

Observation surveys were carried out on the above eight pocket 

parks to ascertain their degree of usage.The observation surveys 

involved each pocket park being visited on five separate occasions; 

week-days, in the moming, early aftemoon and after school and 

on, a Saturday and Sunday aftemoon. Each visit was for a duration 

of 30 minutes and the number of users (if any), their approximate 

age and how they were using the parks was recorded. All 

observation surveys were undertaken when the weather was 

warm and dry; conducive for people to use outdoor recreation 

areas. 

Results of the observation surveys are contained in Working 

Paper J al)d indicate that the above eight pocket parks attract little 

usage and have limited recreation value. Any 'disposal' of Council 

land should only be considered if the proceeds are used to help 

fund the enhancement and development of remaining open space 

areas. 

Working Paper J attempted to provide an objective and common 

sense approach to determine if any of the 24 pocket parks in 

Glen Eira have limited recreation value and could potentially be 

disposed of It is pointed out that public response to exhibition of 

the 'draft' Open Space Strategy indicated there was community 

concem with the general principle of disposing of pocket parks 

and letters/submissions received were opposed to any potential 

disposal of the above pocket parks, with the exception of Nina 

Court and Riddle Street parks. 

t" 
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4.8 Funding Options 

Funding for the development, management and maintenance of 

Council's open space system mainly comes from its own 

budgetary resources with the City of Glen Eira currently devoting 

I I % of its total expenditure to Recreation and Park Services. 

However; there are some other avenues available to gain 

'additional' funding through development levies and contributions, 

grants and sponsorships. 

Council has a "Recreational Land" Fund that provides funds for 

the purchase of future open space and/or improvements to 

existing open space. There is $1,024,000 available in the 

Recreational Land Fund (as at December; 1998). The source of 

these funds includes: 

• The collection of an open space contribution in respea to 

land subdivided into three or more lots pursuant to Section 

I 8 of the Subdivision Act, I 988. 

• The collection of development contributions in respea of land 

developed or redeveloped. pursuant to Part 38 of the 

Planning and Environment Act, 1987. 

Council can require an open space contribution where there will 

be a need for more open space as a result of a subdivision, having 

regard to:-

• any changes in the use of the land 

• changes in the intensity of the use of the land 

• future changes to the density of the population in the area 

• adequacy of any existing open space in the area 

• how much land, private or public, that would be used for 

recreation purposes and; 

• any policies Council may have concerning the provision of 

open space for public resort and recreation. 

Council can only require an open space contribution in respect of 

a subdivision that has not already been previously collected. 
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Council can require a public open space contribution in one of 

two ways (unless specified in the planning scheme):-

I. set aside on the plan of subdivision, a proportion of public 

open space, in a satisfaaory location to Council, equivalent to 

5% of the land. 

OR 

2. the applicant pay Council up to 5% of the site value of the 

land involved in the subdivision, which is then stored in the 

"Recreation Land" Fund. Due to most subdivisions in Glen 

Eira occurring through infill development this is the basis for 

the majority of funding. It is common occurrence for less 

than 5% payment to be achieved. 

A development contribution can be levied for public open space 

in excess of that required under the Subdivision Act 1988 ie; 5% 

of the land to be subdivided together with reasonable 

improvements. Council must provide clear justification where it 

requires more than 5% contribution and development 

contributions can only be collected for open space if a 

contribution has not already been collected for similar purposes. 

Council can only levy development contributions if an approved 

development contributions plan is in place. 

The Open Space Strategy will provide clear guidance for where 

funds should be directed for the development and improvement 

of Council's open space system and present solid justification for 

payments towards public open space. 

Historically, the "Recreation Land" fund has been used to buy land 

for open space purposes and that is demonstrated with the 

purchase of land and development of Memorial Park in Caulfield 

North in 1997 and the purchase and development of Gardenvale 

Park. Gardenvale in 1993. However; recent legal advice on 

Section 20(2) of the Subdivision Act, 1988, interprets that moneys 

from the "Recreation Land" fund can be used to acquire land for 

public open space/recreational purposes or to "improve" existing 

open space or public recreational facilities. This 90es not include 

on-going maintenance works to existing parks or recreation 

facilities but rather legitimate improvements that will enhance the 

value of public open space/recreation facilities. New monies in 

Council's Recreation Land fund should be partially allocated to 

land acquisition for public open space purposes to ensure funding 

is available for both land acquisition purposes and' 'improvements" 

to existing open space. A 50% split between acquisition/ 

improvements is suggested. 
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There are a number of other 'additional' funding options available 

to Council including grants, sponsorships, private sector 

involvement, "joint" ventures, trusts and the application of fees to 

specific user groups of open space. Council should posrtion rtself 

to optimise such funding options. 

Grants are available from various programs of Commonwealth 

and State Govemment Departments including: 

• The Australian Sports Commission has a program, known as 

'Active Australia'. 

• National Heritage Trust provides assistance for projects that 

protect remnant vegetation and revegetation of open space 

in urban areas. 

• The Department of Natural Resources and Environment for 

land conservation and rehabilitation projects 

• The Department of Sport and Recreation has funding 

available for the planning and development of informal and 

formal open space. 

• Parks Victoria provides funds to community groups and 

management groups ie; Councils, for projects which enhance 

significant open space in terms of park facilities (picnic areas, 

shelters, playgrounds etc.), the development of trails/linkages, 

land acquisition for strategic open space linkages, the 

protection and improvement to sites with environmental 

values such as wetlands and the creation of habitat corridors 

through road reserves or other linear reserves. It is noted 

that the source of funding for this particular grant comes 

from a portion of the monies collected trom the annual 'Parks 

Charge', levied on the water bill of every metropolitan 

household in Melbourne. The remainder of the monies trom 

this 'Parks Charge'is then utilised for the management and 

maintenance of those large 'r~giona{' open spaces, in 

Melbourne, that Parks Victoria is responsible for and is not 

accessible to local Councils for the development and/or 

management of their open spaces. 

Sponsorships could include the sponsoring of publications that are 

applicable to leisure facilities or specific sporting activities. 

Private sector involvement could include the operation of services 

within parks, ie; cafes, cycle hire, low-impact tourism and 

productive horticulture for example; the development of 

community gardens provided they do not compromise public 

access and park objectives. 

Joint ventures could be negotiated between Council and other 

govemment and/or private agencies to develop certain 

recreational facilrties or for the joint use of land set aside for other 

purposes such as schools and churches for use by the community 

after hours. Not all open space necessarily needs to be in public 

ownership and communrty access onto private land, ie; along golf 

courses or creek valleys can often be negotiated. 

Council can also make applications for funding through trusts. 

Other methods of raising revenue in parks may include 

appropriate fees for usage where special facilrties are provided for 

minority groups on public open space, which would help to 

reduce the financial burden on taxpayers. Council currently 

imposes fees for various activrties wrthin rts parks such as 

weddings, corporate· companies having BBQ's in the parks, family 

days and fetes. 

All these forms of funding sources potentially offer Council 

significant 'addrtion;il' financial resources to help achieve a "qualrty" 

open space system for Glen Eira. 
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4.9 The Community's Perception of Open 
Space Needs 

4.9.1 Previous Studies/Strategies 

Previous studies/strategies carried out for the City of Glen Eira 

provide valuable information on perceived open space needs and 

expectations of the community that may impact on this study. 

Information obtained from the Community Needs Survey. 1995, 

Youth Services Needs Study and Strategy. 1996, A Recreation and 

Cultural Strategy. 1996, Parks and Gardens and Sporting and 

Recreation Facilities, 1996 and the Urban Character Study. 1996 

has been documented in Working Paper F. The key findings from 

these documents include: 

Unstructured/lnfor:mal Open Space 

Council's most recent community survey on Parks and Gardens 

and Sporting and Recreation facilities, (December; 1996) revealed 

a fairly high level of usage of parks and gardens in Glen Eira. Local 

parks [1 I %) and Caulfield Park (49%) attract the highest usage. 

Frequency of visits to parks was highest amongst those residents 

located in proximity to the parks and gardens. Only 7% of 

residents had not visited any parks or gardens overthe past year 

and this group predominantly comprised residents aged 70 plus. 

There was considered to be a lack of unstructured open space 

provision within parks and reserves. 

Active Open Space (Sporting Areas) 

Council's most recent community survey in 1996 (ibid) found that 

on average respondents had visited between two and three 

sportsgrounds over the past year with Caulfield Park and Duncan 

MacKinnon Reserve being the most popular locations. A quarter 

of respondents had not used any sporting grounds in the past 

year and this level was significantly higher (41 %) amongst older 

residents [10+) or part of a later couple/family. 

The highest usage levels of sports and recreation grounds were 

by young adults aged between 16-24 years (91 %) and those in a 

middle family (9 1%). 70% of residents rated sporting/recreation 

opportunities as 12th most important feature of Glen Eira. 

The presentation and maintenance of sporting and recreation 

facilities were nominated as a priority area for improvement as 

well as the provision of current information on local sport and 

recreation facilities, services and programs. 

Consultation with sports clubs found that some sports have 

experienced a decline in participation and some clubs are losing 

access to school ovals as a result of school closures. 
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There need to be long term plans and solutions for the upgrading 

of sportsgrounds and to address current problems such as the 

over-use of certain grounds. There also. needs to be the 

development of a long term maintenance program for existing 

sporting resources. 

Diversity of Open Space 

There is limited diversity in open space types; with sports fields 

and traditional ornamental parks and gardens being dominant 

There is a need for greater diversity and quality of outdoor play 

settings and general demand indicates a desire for more fitness 

facilities, bicycle/walking paths, paved areas for skating, ball play and 

rough' natural areas with a focus on native bush, conservation 

values. 

Projects with an agricultural/horticultural theme may add 

considerable value, especially for people of non-English speaking 

origins and children. 

Recreational Facilities 

Public toilets were a major concern, particularly those in parks, 

which are never open, always dirty. no baby changing facilities and 

no bins for sharp objects. The safety and cleanliness of toilets was 

rated as the top priority area for improvement for Parks and 

Gardens Services, in Council's most recent community survey 

program. 

Walking, cycling and swimming were the core recreational 

activities undertaken and desired by survey respondents with 

walking ranked as number one, consistent with national trends. 

The top ten recreation facilities used by males and females in 

Glen Eira include small neighbourhood parks, large regional parks, 

bicycle paths/walking tracks, outdoor sports fields and 

playgrounds. 

Cycle Paths/Shared Pathways 

There is no major network of shared paths (walking and cycling) 

throughout the city. The provision of an off-road, trail network is 

needed, linking key recreation destinations and to other regional 

open space in adjacent municipalities. A Glen Eira Bicycle Strategy 

should be developed as a major recreational priority. 
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Specific user Groups 

Older Adults/Women with Young Children 

Playgrounds were the major open space issue for older adults and 

women wit~ young children requesting a greater variety in play 

facilities with equipment for all ages, compliance with Australian 

Safety Standards, located within reasonable walking distance of 

households with fences for toddlers and seating, paths and shade 

trees incorporated into the design of playgrounds. In Council's 

community survey. 21 % of young families and 14% of Bentleigh 

East residents nominated the upgrading of play equipment as their 

single most improvement sought and the regular maintenance of 

playground facilities was identified as a key requirement in 

Council's most recent community survey 

Young Adults 

Outdoor organised sports are well catered for in the municipality 

but many young people travel outside the City seeking recreation 

opportunities as Glen Eira has very limited recreation 

opportunities for young adults. 

Popular recreation activities identified for young adults (12-25 

years) were skateboarding, rollerblading, basketball and netball. 

Young people living in the north felt they would prefer to travel 

to Prahran or Elwood to use existing skateboard facilities but 

those living in the south felt these facilities to be too far away and 

difficult to get to. Skateboard facilities need to be provided in a 

high profile location; popular with young children. 

Bike riding is a popular activity amongst young people and the 

development of bike tracks is needed for recreation purposes in 

parks, and on roads for transportation purposes. 

Ethnic Groups 

A significant portion of Glen Eira's population were bom overseas 

and requests by such groups for specific types of recreation 

facilities would be best sited in areas close to where high 

concentrations ofthose persons reside. 

Disabled Persons 

A priority area for improvement, identified in Council's community 

survey. 1997, for Parks and Gardens Services was the need for a 

range of sporting and recreation facilities, services and programs 

for residents with special disabilities. People with disabilities are 

entitled to use the same mainstream facilities as any other person 

and Council needs to ensure that disabled people have access to 

a range of leisure and recreation facilities and programs. 

Other Open Space Issues 

• Open space is not evenly distributed throughout the city with 

the north-west sector having limited access to open space. 

• Limited opportunities for residents to be involved in the 

development and/or management of local parks and play 

areas except in larger parks with the Reserve Committees. 

• Need Masterplans for Glen Eira's reserves. 

• General safety in parks and gardens, removal of litter in 

parks, the regular maintenance of parks and the effective 

control of dogs in parks and gardens were amongst the key 

requirements of residents, identified in Council's most recent 

community survey for Parks and Gardens Services. 

4.9.2 Community Consultation 

Community consultation for the Open Space Strategy involved 

public meetings/workshops, the distribution of 1200 household 

surveys to randomly selected households in the City of Glen Eira 

and over 500 questionnaires circulated to various user groups 

who utilise public open space in Glen Eira. 

4.9.2.1 Open Space Workshops 

Council held 12 public meetings/workshops in May. 1997 in 

different venues around the city and over 320 people attended. 

The workshops were set up to discuss open space within each of 

the five precincts, two meetings per precinct, and two workshops 

were devoted to discuss Caulfield Park on its own as it is the 

most popular and most significant park in the municipality. A 

summary ofthe community response to the open space 

workshops is provided in Working Paper G. The key findings are 

as follows: 

Open Space Provision within Glen Eira 

A small number of people pointed out open space deficiencies in 

certain areas of the municipality but the majority of attendants 

generally thought there to be adequate open space in the city but 

that the existing provision of open space needs to be retained. 

Future increases to Glen Eira's population and multi-unit housing 

developments are seen as placing demands on existing open 

space provision and increasing the pressure to provide more 

open space. 

Opportunities to expand the open space system were suggested 

such as the creation of links between parks, the inclusion of 

private properties adjacent to parks as they become available and 

the important role of schoolgrounds in Glen Eira's open space 

system. 
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Recreation Opportunities/Diversity of Open 
Space 

Recreation opportunities are seen to be in need of improvement 

and there is a need for diversity within the open space system of 

Glen Eira. Different types of parks need to be maintained 

throughout the city to accommodate a diverse range of 

recreational experiences. 

There was a general view that structured/active open space areas 

throughout the city are adequate and no more 'specialised' 

sporting facilities or single use type facilities should be developed 

within existing open space. The shared usage of existing pavilionsl 

structures by different user groups should be increased. 

There was a general view that more open space needs to be 

devoted for passive/unstructured purposes and to improve some 

of the existing passive recreation areas. 

The provision of more 'shared' on-road/off-road pathways 

throughout the city was strongly supported and more paths in 

parks to accommodate various activities, ie; running, walking, safe 

cycling etc. 

Opportunities for children mainly concentrated on playgrounds 

and the need to achieve safe, compliant, diverse high quality 

equipment within "neighbourhood" reach. 

With regard to older children/young adults there w~ a view that 

recreational facilities are generally poor (other than organised 

sports) and tend to be male orientated. It was suggested 

separate areas be provided away from playgrounds for older 

children's activities. 

Landscape Character 

Landscaping in some parks was seen to be excellent whilst other 

parks are considered to be in definite need of improvement as 

they have poor; inappropriate or no landscaping. Thoughtful 

landscaping in parks is needed to improve their desirability and 

individual landscape character. 

There was strong consensus that landscaping in parks needs more 

attention in terms of maintenance and there was a strong 

preference for native vegetation in Glen Eira's parks. 
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Quality of Open Space 

The maintenance of parks was seen as the number one priority 

for a successful 'quality' open space system with more 

maintenance of Glen Eira's parks needed on a more regular basis. 

There were various comments about the facilities provided in 

parks: 

• play equipment needs to be upgraded to comply with 

current standards and regularly checked and maintained 

• public toilets need to be improved. 

• seating and table facilities need to be placed in appropriate 

locations ie; near playgro~nds and BBQ's 

• rubbish bins need to be deared on a regular basis. 

• more BBQ's should be provided 

• car parking for certain parks is not always adequate. 

Personal Safety 

Lighting in parks was a contentious issue with equal support for 

and against the provision of more lighting in parks. Specific parks 

were suggested to have lighting on account they are used as 

thoroughfares. The design and planting oftrees/vegetation was 

seen to be important for ensuring personal safety in parks with 

maintenance as a contributing factor ie; removal of broken bottles, 

needle disposal etc. 

Other Open Space Issues 

Miscellaneous comments raised at the workshops included: -

• Dogs in parks was a very contentious issue with equal 

concern for the rights of dogs and the problems of dogs and 

ofFleash areas in parks. 

• Strong support for Council to develop a forward thinking 

strategic plan that guides the future development and 

management of open space in the city. 

• Strong support for ongOing community involvement in the 

implementation of the strategy. 

• Information should be available about what facilities are 

offered in Glen Eira's parks 

• Need individual Masterplans for all parks. 

• Traffic management needed within and around parks to 

ensure safe access. 

• Various suggestions, some contentious, for raising revenue 

resources for the development and maintenance of open 

space. 



Caulfield Park 

Caulfield Park is the most popular and most significant park in 

Glen Eira drawing users from across the whole city and adjacent 

municipalities. Therefore it was worthwhile to separately consider 

the open space issues affecting this park 

Overall, the feeling, at the open space workshops, towards 

Caulfield Park was generally positive with a good range of 

recreational experiences in the park and a satisfactory balance 

between passive and active areas. It was generally considered that 

no more ofthe park should be dedicated to restricted areas but 

rather the existing passive recreation facilities need to be built 

upon and enhanced. 

There are good opportunities for children, young adults and older 

aged adults in Caulfield Park but there were suggestions for the 

enhancement of activities. There were mixed views on the 

adequacy of the playgrounds but there was unanimous consensus 

for the need of their regular maintenance. 

For some atte~dants, the overall landscaping of the park was 

considered very attractive while others made specific requests for 

the improvement of certain sections of the park with the eastern 

side of the park considered fairly barren, the need for more shade 

trees around the perimeters ofthe ovals and playgrounds and 

further attention needed to the west side ofthe historic gardens. 

There were mixed views regardir:Jg the maintenance of the park 

with some people impressed and others requesting the need for 

more attention to its maintenance. 

Similarly to other parks the toilets need to be improved and 

upgraded and requests were made for more seats, tables, BBQ's 

and rubbish bins. 

Comments on personal safety mainly related to the request for 

improved lighting around the park and dog management within 

Caulfield Park was raised as an issue that needs to be addressed. 

4.9.3 Community Surveys 

A total of 548 questionnaires were circulated to different user 

groups of Glen Eira's open space, seeking their input on current 

and future open space/recreation needs and other issues relating 

to their use of public open space in Glen Eira. Details are 

provided in Working Paper F and the key findings are summarised 

as follows: 

Parents with Young Children 

A total of 50 questionnaires were circulated to 15 different 

kindergartens across Glen Eira and to the Glen Eira Children and 

Family Services Network The kindergarten centres forwarded 

the surveys on to parents who had children between the ages of 

. I and I I years and 14 surveys were returned. The major findings 

are as follows:-

• 43% of respondents visit the park closest to their home on a 

weekly basis and 86% walk to their local park 

• The most common activity (93%) carried out by children was 

playing on the equipment followed by riding bikes (21 %). 

• Playgrounds were seen to be the 'best' aspect of parks 

followed by the close distance of parks to home. 

• Problems with play equipment was seen to be the worst 

aspect; with play facilities in the southern section of the city 

being outdated. not properly maintained and non-compliant 

with Australian Standards. Dogs off-leash in playgrounds was 

also considered a major problem. 

• Suggested improvements to parks by parents included better 

design and variety of play equipment, more tables, seats and 

picnic facilities for family outings, more maintenance of parks 

and bike paths provided within parks to allow young children 

to ride in safety. 

• 7 I % of parents thought 0-4 year aids are well provided for in 

parks and half the respondents thought 5-9 year aids were 

well provided while the other half thought they were not 

Older Adults 

Forty surveys were circulated to all members of the walking 

groups in Bentleigh East and Carnegie. Fourteen surveys were 

returned and all respondents were over the age of 60. The main 

findings are as follows: 

• Centenary Park and Duncan MacKinnon Reserve are well 

used by the groups on account of their good walking trails. 

• Popular aspects of parks include good walking trails, not 

surprisingly. but also trees, playgrounds and picnic faCilities. 

• Suggested improvements include the provision of well 

surfaced and regularly maintained walking dacks with shade 

trees (particularly native trees), more seats and tables, 

maintenance of toilet blocks, more Picnic facilities, more 

water features and tea rooms. 
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Casual Users of Open Space 

120 surveys of casual users were undertaken in six parks in Glen 

Eira (20 surveys per park); Caulfield Park, Allnutt Park,Joyce Park, 

Halley Park, Greenmeadows Gardens and Boyd ParkfThe Old 

Outer Circle Railway Land. The surveys were carried out to a 

range of different users varying in group size from one person to 

groups of I I +, including males and females, aged between one 

and 60 plus years. People interviewed lived all over the 

municipality and some people came from outside the city, in 

adjacent municipalities. The major findings were as follows:-

• The most common mode of transport to parks by casual 

users was by foot (56%) followed by car (40%). 

• The main activities (fequently undertaken at parks was 

informal recreation, 

ie; walking, sitting and relaxing, socialising with (fiends, use of 

play eqUipment, informal sporting activities, ie; riding bikes, 

rollerblading and picnics .. 

• Trees and the natural features of parks was the most 

popular aspect of open space areas. 

• The biggest problem of parks (43% of respondents) was 

seen to be toilets in terms of their maintenance. Some parks 

do not have toilets at all while others are inappropriately 

located. Problems with dogs in terms of their litter and on

leash/off-leash areas were raised by 25% of respondents. 

• 60% of respondents requested an increase in the provision of 

facilities - picnic tables, seats, drinking fountains, rubbish bins, 

BBQ's and regular maintenance of these facilities. The 

improvement and increased variety of play equipment was 

also a popular request 
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Young Adults 

Surveys were sent to a number of youth groups that function 

within a facility known as ''The Brick", managed by Council's Youth 

Services unit and which provides activities for young people 

throughout the city. A total of 60 surveys were distributed and 

I I were retumed with respondents aged between 12 and 25 

years. Key issues raised were: -

• Respondents generally used the larger type parks in the 

municipality ie; Caulfteld Park, Boyd Park, Duncan MacKinnon 

Reserve etc. that have a broad range of recreation facilities. 

• The most popular aspect of parks was trees and natural 

facilities induding water features and the most dominant 

response was for more vegetation, particularly native ~ora 

and trees, to be planted in parks. 

• There was a general response that few opportunities 

presently exist in open space to actively encourage use and 

socialisation for young adults. 

Interest Groups 

There are a number of community interest groups in Glen Eira 

that have a relevant interest in open space and retumed survey 

responses raised the following key issues: -

• The amount of open space in the city varies between 

localities and some open space areas are inappropriate for 

certain uses. 

• Limited diversity in the types of open space available with a 

dominance in sports ftelds and traditional ornamental parks 

and gardens. 

• There is scope to enhance the peripheral areas of sporting 

grounds. 

• There is limited passive open space in Glen Eira and Council 

should focus on increasing the 'quality' of open space to 

redress this. 

• Limited activities for older children. 

• Need more facilities ie; tables, seats, BBQ's. 

• The ad hoc planting regime has resulted in many parks 

having minimal landscaping value, which decreases the 

quality of open space. 

• All parks need to be maintained to a similar standard. 

• Council should investigate sustainable, cost-effective measures 

to improve and maintain open space areas with the correct 

choice of plants as a key factor. 

• Need long walking paths and bike tracks, off-road and on

road, that create links between parks and connect 

destinations of interest 
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Ethnic Community 

There is demand from the ethnic communities in the north and 

south parts of the city to provide bocce courts. Council will need 

to identify where the high concentrations of ethnic persons in 

Glen Eira reside in orderto establish suitable sites(s) for such 

facilities. 

Sporting Clubs, Recreation Organisations, 
Sporting Club Associations, Reserve Committees 
and Schools 

Sports grounds form a major component of Council's open space 

system and 272 surveys were distributed to all sporting clubs! 

recreation organisations. sporting club associations. Reserve 

Committees and schools in Glen Eira that utilise these facilities. 

I 15 surveys retumed and the key findings are: 

Current/Future Capacity of Reserves 

• 73% of schools indicated existing (Ocilities are adequate to 

meet their existing needs and 68% indicated they will also 

meet fUture needs. 

• Sporting club associations generally indicated that facilities 

meet existing needs but will not necessarily meet future 

needs as some associations plan to expand. 

• 62% of sporting clubs indicated that facilities meet current 

needs while 61 % of Reserve Committee members responded 

they do not meet current needs. however, with upgrading and 

improvements they could potentially meet future needs. 

Problems with Facilities 

The most common problems raised by sporting related user 

groups were drainage. poor quality of sports surfaces. inadequacy 

of pavilions and limited parking. Other problems include the 

inadequate size of some sporting ovals. lighting. shelterfor players. 

overuse of some ovals. fencing to sports clubs needs 

improvement and!or maintenance. Most of the survey 

information provided indicates that future recreation needs of 

sporting user groups in Glen Eira will generally be met by 

resolving current problems. The quality and level of provision of 

sportsgrounds in open space areas will need to be carefully 

looked at in the development of Masterplans. 

Council's Recreation Development Unit has set in place a five 

year strategic plan to upgrade various sports ovals. including 

elements such as irrigation works. drainage. reconstruction and 

reconfiguration works. 

Expanded Sporting Needs 

All sporting club associations indicated they do not intend to 

reduce their levels of activity in Glen Eira over the next five to ten 

years. There were various requests from associations and sports 

clubs for improved and!or expanded facilities and these will need 

to be considered in the development of Masterplans for parks. 

Use of Peripheral Land around Sportsgrounds 

There was generally positive consensus to maximise the use of 

those areas surrounding sportsgrounds for unstructured. informal 

recreation activities. ie; playgrounds. walking trails etc. and there is 

the potential capacity in various reserves to do this. The open 

space analysis revealed that local informal type open space forms 

an important component but relatively low proportion of the 

open space network within each precinct The development of 

high quality informal facilities in areas surrounding sports ovals 

could help to contribute at the local level. 

Community Use of School Grounds 

• Of the 22 schools that responded. 15 have outdoor 

recreation facilities and I 0 currently allow public access after 

school hours. 

• School grounds. on an informal basis. provide additional open 

space. which is particularly beneficial for those areas. 

identified as deficient in open space. Council should pursue 

discussions with all schools that have open space facilities to 

ensure !confirm if they are available for general community 

use. 
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4.9.4 Household Survey 

A total of 1200 household surveys were distributed throughout 

the City of Glen Eira during December 1996/January 1997 and 

324 were retumed. Infonmation was sought from the community 

on the use of open space areas and types within the city and 

adjoining municipalities, the quality and level of provision of the 

different types of open space, activities undertaken by people in 

open space and the quality of recreational facilities provided. 

Details ofthe Household Survey are provided in Working Paper F 

but the major findings are outlined below: 

• Caulfield Park and Duncan MacKinnon Reserve are the most 

popular parks in Glen Eira and well used by the community 

at all levels; daily. weekly. monthly. several times a year and 

once a year. 

• More than 90% of respondents had never visited KJ 

Hodgson Reserve or Joyce Park.. 

• 46% of respondents had not visited open space in the 

municipality in recent years and the most frequent response 

was that it is not applicable to their current lifestyle while 

2 I % of respondents indicated there is "not much to do" in 

parks. Of the respondents who answered "not much to do" 

50% of these were aged between 10-19 years. 

• Many parks in adjacent municipalities including Albert Park, 

Jells Park, Dendy Park, Elstemwick Park, Central Park and The 

Melboume Botanical Gardens are frequendy used by Glen 

Eira residents varying trom 'once a year' to 'weekly' usage. 

These parks represent significant usage levels and 

demonstrate that open space outside Glen Eira forms an 

important recreational contribution and needs to be 

considered as part of the open space system available to 

Glen Eira residents. 
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• Local parks attract the highest levels of use across the city 

followed by district parks, sports ovalslreserves, formal 

gardens and linear parks. All these parks were used by at 

least half the respondents and some by two-thirds of 

respondents, making them all important components of Glen 

Eira's network of open space. 

• School grounds were used by over a third of respondents 

(32%) which reinforces the significant contribution of school 

grounds to Glen Eira's open space system. 

• No strong desire was shown by respondents for the further . 

provision of any particular 'type' of open space. The highest 

response (78%) was from respondents who indicated no 

more sports ovalslreserves were needed in Glen Eira. 

• Walking was the most trequendy participated activity in open 

space, followed by walking the dog, picnicking and supervising 

children's play. 

• Local parks proved to be a very important type of open 

space, accommodating a broad range of recreational 

activities, both active and passive, for a diverse range of user 

groups. However. the survey also showed that different 

"types" of open space are needed to cater for different types 

of activities and to achieve a "quality" open space system. 
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